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Rezumat: In statele membre ale Uniunii Europene, pana la 30 decembrie 2020, toate cladirile noi vor fi 
cladiri cu consum de energie foarte apropiat de zero sau zero. Pentru cladirile noi ocupate de sau care sunt 
in proprietatea autoritatilor publice, acest lucru va fi realizat pana in 31 decembrie 2018. In Uniunea 
Europeana, 40 % din consumul total de energie il reprezinta sectorul cladirilor. Prioritatea numarul unu 
inscrisa in obiectivele Uniunii Europene “20-20-20” o reprezinta cresterea performantelor energetice ale 
cladirilor, eliminarea pierderilor si reducerea consumului de energie in acest sector al cladirilor.                                                                 
Cuvinte cheie: eficienta energetica, protectia mediului, proiectare cladiri passive, dezvoltare durabila, 
cladiri de zero-energie, cladiri ecologice. 

                    Abstract: In European Union member states,  by 31 december 2020, all new buildings shall be nearly zero-
energy consumption building. For new buildings occupied and owned by public authorities this shall comply by 
31 december 2018. The buildings sectors represents more than 40% of the European Union’s total energy 
consumption. Energy performance in buildings, eliminating energy waste and reducing energy consumption in 
this area is number one priorityunderthe“20-20-20”objectives.                                        
Keywords: energy efficiency, save the environment, passive houses design, sustainable development, zero-
energy buildings, ecological buildings     

 
 
 
1   Energy efficiency  
Wright now and not in the future, buildings design 
need a complete reinvention of energy consumption, 
conservation and production.  This means a 
comprehensive holistic energy efficiency design for 
cities and buildings. Extreme energy efficiency is 
the base for a green, clean, safe and renewable 
energy, easily accessible for those who need it. 
Correct design and construction can contribute to 
dramatically decrease energy consumption and CO2 
emissions of dwellings: 
Example: at average, each German Passivhaus 
consumes 80% less energy for heating than standard 
house; this translates into annual avoided CO2 
emissions of 2.4 tonnes/year for one house.   
 
2   Intelligent design 
Passivhaus Institut Bragadiru promote intelligent 
design and environmental architecture based on 
practical principles who can provide a better quality 
of life with the lowest possible carbon footprint. 
Energy efficiency is a market criterium and  
sustainable development, the target to follow also in 
Romania. 

The passive house standard is a minimum to reach in 
future for new buildings also in Romania. 
The experience of romanian specialists consist in 
many studies and projects concerning this top 
subject. 
We must focus our efforts to reduce energy 
consumptions from conventional sources, on long 
therms programs for energy reduction and climate 
change goals and a deeper transition to a renewable 
energy community.  
Implementation of a system for the energy 
performance certification of buildings, shall include 
information on the energy performance of a building 
and recommendations for cost improvements. 
Transparent information about programmes and  
measures to improve energy efficiency are important 
to ensure that market operators comply with this 
direction of sustainable development. 
Energy performance of buildings  must be verify 
with audits and certifications. A high-quality energy 
auditing systems for all final customers will 
determine which measures can be taken to improve 
energy efficiency . It is very important to ensure that 
audit –report includes the actual energy 
consumption  , in addition to other information,  
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such as  current actual prices and consumption, a 
comparison of current actual prices and 
consumption with consumption for the previous 
year. Every building is a special case and has own 
characteristics who must be installed at a 
competitive price wherever economically and 
technically feasible. 
Actual energy consumtion must be the base of the 
bills and the efforts must now focus on improving 
end-use energy efficiency and controlling energy 
demand. 
According to the current estimates, the European 
Union ‘s dependence on external energy sources will 
increase from 50% to 70% by 2030. In this time, 
human activities associated with the energy sector of 
the member states of European Union are 
responsible for cca. 78% of Union greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
 
On the energy performance of buildings, the 
European Parliament Directives recommended to 
implement a common calculation methodology that 
should include all the aspects which determine 
energy efficiency and not just the quality of the 
building's insulation. Aspects to take account are 
heating and cooling installations, lighting 
installations, the position and orientation of the 
building, heat recovery, etc. and for that they are 
giving four key as principal points of the Directive: 

1  a common methodology for 
calculating the integrated energy 
performance of buildings; 

2 minimum standards on the 
energy performance of new 
buildings and existing buildings 
that are subject to major 
renovation; 

3 systems for the energy 
certification of new and existing 
buildings and, for public 
buildings, prominent display of 
this certification and other 
relevant information. Certificates 
must be less than five years old; 

4 regular inspection of 
boilers and central air-
conditioning systems in buildings 
and in addition an assessment of 
heating installations in which the 
boilers are more than 15 years 
old. 

 

Each city and community needs to find its own path, 
determined by several dimensions : 
Local climate, local resources, development history, 
relations to and control over region, level of 
development and prosperity, civil society 
involvement institutional capacity, local energy 
management. 
 
 
2.1 Passive house in Romania 
Amvic Office Building in Bragadiru 
The first romanian passive office building was 
planned in 2007 and built in 2008, in Bragadiru ,a 
town located 10 km from Bucharest. Here is the 
firm's headquarters office of AMVIC Group-
Romania and Passivhaus Institut Bragadiru.  

 
Fig.1–Amvic Bragadiru Head Office - Romania 
 
We want to offer a real example, to show in reality 
the remarkable advantages of the passive-house 
standard applied also to the romanian climatic 
conditions. The building system consists of 
structural reinforced concrete walls, laid directly in 
insulated concrete forms (ICF- produced in the 
factory behind the offices) from neopor (a type of 
grey polystyrene with graphite) with an additional 
styropor (classic white polystyrene)  insulation for 
the thermal envelope-walls. 

    

  
Fig.2–Neopor Insulated Concrete Forms for passive 
buildings 
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Fig.3–Insulated Concrete Forms for low-energy 
buildings 
 
Once the worldwide sustainable development 
concept was introduced by the World Commission 
on Environment and Development (WCED) of the 
United Nations organization in 1983, the building 
sector became a strong engine in promoting and 
implementing global and local strategies. One result 
of the research efforts consist in the so called 
Insulated Concrete Forms (ICF) tilt-up wall systems. 
These systems proved to be costly effective 
technologies, incorporating thermal mass, insulation, 
framing, vapor barrier and sound barrier - all in one 
step. ICF systems ensure a more sustainable 
construction by greater energy efficiency, enhanced 
environmental compatibility, reduced labor, low 
material costs, and versatility. 
 
Utilities are solved with renewable energies: radiant 
infloor heating with water-geothermic heat pumps 
from two 120m deep drillings, hot water with a 10 
vacuum solar panels installation. The building has a 
ventilation system with heat recovery, which is 
helped by an earth heat exchanger – Awaduct in 
order to pre-heat or pre-cool the air depending on 
the season. The result is an important economy for 
maintenance and an insured excelent interior 
comfort. 
 

 
 
Fig.4–Amvic Passive Office Building Bragadiru RO 

 

We used PHPP for planning and verifying the 
results of the complete project. The PHPP - passive 
house planning package was created in 1998 by the 
Passive House Institute Darmstadt to simplify the 
design of passive buildings. The core of this 
program is based on steady state energy balances. 
Since 1998 it has been continuously developed 
further with new design modules as well as 
validated based on measurements and new research 
results. PHPP is an EXCEL program with 
worksheets for heating energy balances, heat 
distribution and supply, electricity demand and 
primary energy demand. During the last updates, 
worksheets for windows, shading and summer 
performance were included. Moreover climate data 
for several regions in Europe are provided to 
consider the different temperatures and solar 
radiation conditions.  
If the passive building is situated in a region for 
which no data are provided, other climate data can 
be used. The program helps as well to design non-
residential passive buildings. Depending on the 
project the worksheets have to be filled and one can 
check in an overview if the requirements of a 
Passive House are fulfilled (Fig. 5).  
 

 
Fig.5 – Extract from PHPP for Amvic Passive 
Office Building in Bragadiru 
 
The calculated specific space heat demand, the 
specific primary energy demand, the heating load, 
the frequency of overheating (temperature above 25 
°C) and the cooling load are presented. Further the 
result of the pressurization test –blower door test - 
has to be included. This test verifies the airtight 
building envelope according to the german standard 
DIN EN 13829, where the n50-airchange-value (i.e. 
the building air change rate at 50 Pa pressure 
differential) has to be lower than 0.6 h-1. 
The program can also be used to apply for building 
certification at Passive House Institute Darmstadt. 
Therefore some of the worksheets are required to be 
filled while others help to calculate special projects 
in detail, if they differ from the standard cases. 
PHPP predicts 82 kWh/(m2y) for the specific 
primary energy demand in AMVIC building (see 
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Fig. 5). This value is lower than the upper limit 120 
kWh/(m2y) accepted for a Passive Building. 
Amvic Building is in course of certification at 
Passivhaus Institut Darmstadt – Germany. 
 
2.1.1. Energy consumption estimates by PHPP 
PHPP is based on steady state equations and predicts 
average monthly values. The monthly mean 
meteorological data required as inputs by PHPP 
were obtained by averaging the daily values. Two 
methods are available in PHPP to calculate the 
annual heat demand: (i) an annual and (ii) a monthly 
method. Both methods are based on the European 
standard EN 13790. The annual method PHPP is 
inspired by EN 13790 but the monthly method is 
exactly following EN 13790. In the monthly method 
the balance equations are calculated for every 
month. The results predicted by the two PHPP 
methods are different. The heating period of both 
methods differs due to different calculation 
techniques. Thus the losses and gains of both 
methods differ whereas the annual heat demand of 
both methods is comparable. The PHPP annual 
method predicts a yearly heat demand of 7.0 
kWh/m2y while the PHPP monthly method 
estimates 7.3 kWh/m2y. Note that the yearly results 
predicted by both methods are well below the 
requirement of the Passive House standard (i.e. 15 
kWh/(m2y)). Counting all the fields in the PHPP 
Excel sheets with negative thermal loads yields 
15262 kWh/year and 151 heating days. This finally 
gives an average specific thermal load of 2.02 W/m2 
for the whole heating period, which is well below 
the requirements of a passive building whose 
heating function is ensured by the ventilation system 
(i.e. 10 W/m2).Measurements are performed for the 
main thermal parameters of the building, such as the 
temperatures inside various rooms, as well as the 
mass flow rate and the temperature of the fresh air 
entering the building. The energy consumption by 
the electric appliances is also measured. However, 
the measurement period does not fully cover one 
year period. Here we report preliminary information 
concerning the energy consumption data, based on 
the utilization of the Passive House Planning 
Package (PHPP).   
 
2.1.2. Results 
We want to present how the sustainable efficient 
energy concept is valued in this first passive 
romanian office building. What should be 
emphasized here is that we considered all conditions 
of the real estate for maximum benefit of its 
advantages.                                                                    
We wish to share our experience with all the 

specialists who are interested in this concept. 
Further we want to point out that the passive-house 
standard is an ongoing success story if you know 
how to take it into account in an intelligent way. 
Starting from the planning of an energy efficient and 
sustainable solution and continuing with the 
building process which was relatively simple, we 
have obtained an environment - friendly result by 
using the ICF energy efficient building system. For 
planning, we used the PHPP that was a real help for 
the first step. Good planning means 50% success. 
The 100 % success is made from the good quality 
execution of the construction. We tried to put in 
value and “speculate” the local conditions to our 
advantage, to make the most efficient choice 
concerning the energy savings for all the processes 
in this building.  
  

                       
Fig. 6 – Site plan for the passive office building in 
Bragadiru, Romania 
 
The insulated concrete forms –ICF - factory offers 
partial protection for this building.  We have a heat - 
earth recovery system in the garden which offers 
preheating or precooling of the fresh air for the 
entire building. The building is oriented towards 
south (its main façade). Within the building that has 
commercial and office purpose, the cold and hot 
water consumption is usually low. The lighting is 
made by electric lamps with reduced consumption 
and sensitive system related to the peoples’ 
movements and activities. Equipments like heating 
pumps, regenerative heat exchangers (between the 
introduced and evacuated air), solar vacuum panels 
and all equipments are with low energy 
consumption.  We try to put in value and speculate 
the local conditions in our advantage, to make the 
most efficient choice concerning the energy savings 
for all the processes in this building. The heating of 
the air inside the building is made with hot air 
generally prepared with unconventional sources: soil 
heating taking over, pre-heating in a battery with 
heat carrier from a surface of solar receptor and 
from an industrial process, heating recovery from 
the air exhausted, the final heating being 
accomplished with a water - water heating pump. 
During summer, the interior air –conditioning is 
accomplished, by a reversible heating pump. The 
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electric power necessary to generate the cooling task 
is approximately three times lower than the heating 
effects. 

 

In conclusion, more than 50% of the used energy is 
recovered from the environment (soil, sun and the 
interior air). Because the energy demand of this 
building is so low, it can be covered with renewable 
energies, reducing the pollution and contributing to 
a sustainable development in the future.Now, the 
building described is completely built and both 
Passivhaus Institut Bragadiru and Amvic Ltd are 
developing their activities inside this beautiful 
building during cold and warm time. The building is 
being monitored from the point of view of the 
energetic consumptions and the improvements are 
analyzed. This monitoring of the building is part of 
the program “INOVARE” (Innovation), in 
collaboration with the Polytechnic University of 
Bucharest, based on the European Union Grants 
Projects and the Research Department of Amvic 
Group Romania. 
Experience of Passivhaus Institut Bragadiru want 
also to combining its multi-disciplinary team 
capability with local knowledge and international 
best practice for building a better Romania, part of 
European Union, part of a cleaner planet, with 
reduced pollution.  
 
 
3.   Environmental architecture 
Energy local management depends on the response 
of the department specialized in energy issues,  by 
close supply of renewable energy- starting with local 
resources and physical opportunities. 
The vital first steps are demand reduction and 
energy efficiency, that are connected with local and 
regional renewables.  
Technical tools or conditions to achieve a high 
degree of urban energy autonomy are:  solar energy 
and thermal systems mounted on roofs and facades, 
heatpumps , geothermal systems,  wind power, 
biomass – use of sewage and methane capture and 
local renewable energyes distributed thus electricity 
grids and thermal distribution networks. 
An example for romanian achievements is the first 
passive office building from Amvic Company in 
Bragadiru.  From 2008, this building is a real 
example, base for testing and research related to 
energy efficiency on a passive house standard 
building.  
 

The interior confort is excellent,  fresh air any time 
at the proper temperature, also in winter time, also in 
summer time.  

  
Fig. 7  Earth heat exchanger, fresh air introduction 
pipe, controlled ventilation system with energy 
recovery + heat pump 

 
                  Fig. 8 Solar vacuum panels  
 
 
A solar installation on the roof of the office 
building, an heatexchanger with earth , two 120m  
drillings for heatpumps , energy recovery and a good 
coordination to increase energy efficiency and 
pollution reduction are only some of the achieved 
targets of the planning team.  
 
 

 
                                                   Ground floor 

 
                                                      First floor 
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                                                              Second  floor 

 
                                                                  Third floor 
 

 
                                                                   4-th Floor 

 
Fig.9 Monitoring Graphics 

 
The team is assisted by a special consumption 
monitoring program in every moment .  
 
 
Data base with performances of this building will be 
the prove that also in our country, the energy 
efficiency standard for passive buildings is a success 
story. 
 
 
4.   Conclusion 
The next wave of economic innovation will be based 
around renewable energy technology and its 
application to cities using smart grids and electric 
vehicles. 
Time have changed and 100 percent call for cities is, 
in effect, also a call for 100 percent renewable 
countries. National gouvernments do not need to 
actively re-embrace urban policies, but they should 
make sure not to engage in policies that harm cities 
and  to embrace feed-in legislation. 

National governments must become active in 
fostering sustainable urban development policies 
and support programs. 
It is very clear that with an integrated approach to 
sustainable architecture and urbanism based on 
energy efficiency and renewable energy, starting 
with local supplies, will transform urban living and 
planning concepts. 
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Rezumat: În 4 octombrie 2010 un eveniment catastrofal a zguduit Ungaria. Bazinul de depozitare a nămolului 
roşu de la Fabrica de alumină din Ajka s-a deteriorat şi peste 1 milion de m3 de nămol roşu a inundat comunele 
din jur. Nămolul roşu este o substanţă periculoasă, cu pH = 11,5-13. În România în perioada 1965-2006 a 
funcţionat o fabrică similară la Oradea, care producea anual 240.000 tone alumină. Pe 42 de hectare de halde este 
depozitat nămol roşu, neutilizat încă. La producerea 1 tonă alumină rezultă 1,5-2 tone de nămol roşu. În baza 
măsurătorilor s-a găsit pH = 9,5 care nu mai intră în categoria substanţelor periculoase, dar pentru a fi valorificat, 
trebuie găsită o metodă de neutralizare, după care se va încerca utilizarea lui în materiale compozite pentru 
ceramica de construcţii. 
Cuvinte cheie: alumină, nămol roşu, deşeuri, catastrofă ecologică, materiale de construcţii. 

Abstract: On the 4th of October 2010, a catastrophic event has shaken Hungary. The reservoir of red mud from 
the Alumina Plant in Ajka has deteriorated, and over 1 million of m3 of red mud flooded the surrounding villages. 
The red mud is a dangerous substance, its pH being 11.5-13. In Romania a similar factory functioned between 
1965-2006 in Oradea, which annually produced 240.000 tons of alumina. On 42 hectares of landfills red mud is 
being deposited, which is still unused. When producing 1 tonne of alumina, 1.5-2 tones of red mud is resulted. 
The measurements found that pH = 9.5 which doesn’t fall anymore into the category of dangerous substances, 
but, in order to be revalued, there should be found a method of neutralizing, after which will be tried its usage in 
composite materials for construction ceramics.  
Keywords: alumina, red mud, wastes, ecological catastrophe, construction materials. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

     A red mud reservoir burst on the 4th of 
October in Ajka, Hungary, spilling 
approximately 1 million cubic meters of toxic 
industrial waste of the Ajkai Timföldgyár 
alumina plant, flooding 3 villages. At least seven 
people are confirmed killed with one more 
reported missing. More than 120 people have 
suffered injuries, mostly chemical burns [1].  
Through great efforts and human solidarity, 
today the tragedy’s majority was remedied. It is 
also tried, as far as possible, not only to prevent 
the destruction of the ecological balance, but 
also to revaluate red mud. 
     In Romania a similar factory functioned 
between 1965-2006 in Oradea. (This factory was 
sold then to Russian Concern Ruski Alumini – 
fig.1.). It started its production in 1965 and had 
an annual capacity of 240,000 tons. The Oradea 
plant and its facilities, related equipment, offices 
and other assets are located on a 30-hectare site. 
A further 40 hectares outside the plant are 

dedicated to red mud ponds – fig.2. [2] This 
waste is still unused – fig. 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig.1. Russki Alumini Concern 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     In this paper the possibilities of using red 
mud from Oradea are presented, in composites 
for construction materials. The present article is 
the first part of the paper and it refers to the 
characterization of the raw materials. 
     Composite materials or composites are 
occurring materials made from two or more 
constituent materials with significantly different 
properties, which form a unified assembly, with 
final general properties that are superior to the 
components from which it is formed. (synergy). 
There are two categories of constituent 
materials: matrix and reinforcement. 
     In this case, the matrix is made out of clay 
from which, after sintering, results the ceramic 
matrix, and as filling red mud is introduced. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

     Tests will be carried out in two directions: 
a) red mud’s neutralization with an acid 
waste (eg. form the manufacture of vinegar or 
wine, and adding it under this form into the 
composite materials) 
b) the introduction of a quantity of sawdust 
into the raw material mixture, which contains 
lignin and which, in the presence of a strong 
alkaline environment – caused by the red mud – 
partially transforms into cellulose. This 
increases the resistance of the raw product, and 

after burning, is largely eliminated. This way the 
product’s density decreases, and implicitly its 
isolation capacity increases, which is favorable 
for construction materials. 

2.1. RAW MATERIALS 

2.1.1. RED CLAY FROM BODOC 

     The ceramic matrix of the composites has 
been obtained from clay from Bodoc, a lightly 
fusible, plastic clay, with characteristics 
presented in Table 1 and a chemical 
composition expressed in Table 2.  Fig. 4a.  
presents the thermic diagram of this clay. 

Table 1. Characteristics of clay from Bodoc 
No. Clay 

characteris-
tics 

Units Bodoc 
 

Values 
from 

literature 
[4] for 

plastic clay 
1. Water of 

normal 
consistence 

% 26.00 24.7- 44.5 

2. Pfefferkorn 
plasticity 

% 30.00 30.80 - 48 

3. Contraction at 
drying 

% 11.00 5.2 -13 

4.  Contraction at 
burning at 
960oC 

% 6.40 3.5 -15.00 

5. Contraction at 
burning at 
1000oC 

% 9.50 7.5 -17.3 

6. Water 
absorption 

% 25.64 11.3 -26 

7. Apparent 
porosity on 
product burnt 
at 1000oC 

% 47.56 21.5 – 48.6 

8. Natural color 
- 

Red-
brown 

- 

Table 2. The chemical composition of clay from 
Bodoc 

oxides % 
SiO2 59.30 
Al203 18.50 
Fe2O3 7.87 
CaO 2.03 
MgO 2.40 
Na2O 2.73 
K2O 3.59 
P2O5 1.06 
TiO2 0.99 
MnO 0.17 
BaO 0.19 
I 0.53 
Others 0.64 
Total 100 

Fig. 3. Red mud unused 

Fig. 2. Red mud ponds 



 

Fig. 4a. The thermic diagram of clay from Bodoc               
 

Fig. 4b. The thermic diagram of red mud 

2.1.2. RED MUD 

     Red mud is a solid waste product of the 
Bayer process, the principal industrial means of 
refining bauxite in order to provide alumina [3]. 
The red mud collected from the dump of Oradea 
has a pH of 9.5, its humidity is 15.48% and its 
apparent density, ρ = 3.76 kg/dm3. Its chemical 
composition is shown in Table 3, and Fig.4b 
presents the thermic transformations of the mud. 

Table 3. The chemical composition of red mud 
Oxides % 
SiO2 18.23 
Al203 16.07 
Fe2O3 37.12 
CaO 1.42 
Na2O 11.78 
TiO2 2.76 
P.C. 11.71 
Others 0.91 
Total 100 

 

2.1.3. SAWDUST 

     The sawdust, as a pore-forming additive, 
results from the wood-processing industry. The 
area of the Carpathians bend is rich in woods, 
and this industry is very developed, therefore 
results large amounts of wood wastes [4], 
especially sawdust, with the characteristics 
shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. The characteristics of sawdust 
Characteristics ρ 

(kg/dm3) 
P.C. 

1000°C 
(%) 

Granulation 
(mm) 

Values 0.19 82.16 1-3 

3. DISCUSSION 

     From the clay’s characterization dates it can 
be observed that this is a slightly fusible plastic 
clay, with slightly increased specific thermic 
transformations, because of its high SiO2 
content. 
     The red mud collected from Oradea – as 
expected – has a high Fe2O3 content, which 
provides it with the red characteristic color. In 
the collected condition its humidity is still quite 
high (15.48%), which eliminates almost entirely 
under 100°C. 
     The endothermic effect of 335.98°C, 
accompanied by a slight weight loss (2.55%), is 
assigned to FeO(OH) decomposition and to the 
elimination of H2O. 
     A similar phenomenon takes place at 
563.68°C, when a 3.12% weight loss occurs. 
This is assigned to the decomposition of 
AlO(OH) boehmite, superimposed by the 
decomposition of FeCO3 siderite.  
     The transformation form 725.77°C, with a 
5.26% weight loss is considered to be an effect 
of the decomposition of some Al2 (Si2O5)(OH)4 
type compounds [5]. 
     The sawdust doesn’t present any special 
characteristics at 1000°C, it mostly decomposes. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

     1. Red clay from Bodoc fully corresponds to 
the ceramic matrix from the composites for 
construction materials. 
     2. The reserve of red mud from Oradea is a 
potential raw material deposit for construction 
materials. 
     3. Based on the analysis and the 
determinations carried through, this waste has to 



 

be neutralized to annihilate its toxic effects due 
to its high alkalinity level. 
     4. For completing the characterization, it is 
necessary to perform structural analysis. 
     5. Based on the knowledge on the raw 
materials’ properties, in the next phase of the 
paper could be realized composite material 
samples from these. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY CERTIFICATE 
 
 

Paraschiv Simona Lizica, Ion V. Ion, Ionita C. Ion 
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Rezumat. In aceasta lucrare autorii argumenteaza necesitatea existentei unui certificat oficial de 
calitate a mediului pentru orice teren sau cladire, pentru orice locuinta sau camera de hotel. 
Acest certificate se bazeaza pe masuratorile de poluanti (aer, apa, sol, radioactivitate, zgomot etc) 
executate de laboratoare specializate. Lucrarea prezinta si programul de calculare si eliberare a 
certificatului propus. 
Cuvinte cheie: certificat de calitate a mediului. 
 
Abstract. In this paper the authors argue the necessity that for every real estate like a land, 
building, industrial area, hotel room or a private house must exist an official environmental 
quality certificate, issued by an authorized laboratory, on the base of environmental pollution 
measurements. This way, when a real estate object is hired or it  is bought, when a private house 
is hired or it  is bought, or a hotel room is hired, the payer has the possibility to know completely 
the environmental quality parameters of the hired or of the bought object. For measurements, they 
consider the environmental quality parameters for air, surface and underground water, soil, 
radioactivity, light and sound pollution. The paper shows a digital program conceived by authors 
in order to express numerically, in a single figure, the total environmental quality of the studied 
location or object.  
Keywords: environmental certificate. 

 
1. THE PAPER PURPOSE 

Presently in Romania is acting the law 
372/2005 that every building must have an 
energy performance certificate, in order to 
characterize its heat losses. The authors propose 
a next step of real estate quality 
characterization, an environmental quality 
certificate. 

The paper presents a procedure to express 
numerically, by one single figure, the local total 
environmental pollution in a certain area, in 
order that such figure to totally characterize the 
above-mentioned environmental pollution. The 
paper proposes using of General Environmental 
Quality Grade (GEQG), a general numerical 
indicator of the environmental quality of a 
certain geographical place, area or zone. 
 

2. THE ACTUAL SITUATION 
By analyzing the above-mentioned law, we 

see that it is close linked with environmental 
protection requirements, but in order to express 
the result of these actions, we must do more. 
We have to have a document showing the 
environmental quality of the considered place, 
that could be a building or a simply land. 

Today it is monitored the air quality in the 
crowded areas, there are measurements made 
by government authorities for some pollutants, 

but this operations are occasionally done, 
especially when an accident occurs, like 
Chernobyl or Tukushima.   

 
3. WHAT IT IS PROPOSED 
The authors propose that for every real 

estate like a land, building, industrial area, hotel 
room or a private house to be issued an official 
environmental quality certificate, delivered by 
an authorized laboratory, on the base of large 
and complete environmental pollution 
measurements. This way, when a real estate 
object is hired or it is bought, when a private 
house is hired or it is bought, or a hotel room is 
hired, the payer has the possibility to know 
completely the environmental quality 
parameters of the hired or of the bought object. 
For measurements, they consider the 
environmental quality parameters for air, 
surface and underground water, soil, 
radioactivity, light and sound pollution. This 
document must inform the user or the buyer 
what are the environmental characteristics of 
the real estate that he is paying for. There are 
already some steps, encouraging the authors on 
their proposal [4]. This paper is a continuation 
and development of what was published before 
[1, 2, 5]. 

 



 
 

4. THE CONSIDERED POLLUTION 
EFFECTS 

The EQC (environmental quality 
certificate) will comprise all the known 
pollution effects. For every individual pollutant, 
we propose a seven-step scale, marked 
numerically and visually this way: 10 – 
Excellent – Dark green; 9 – Good – Green; 8 – 

Slightly polluted – Light green; 7 – Lightly 
polluted – Yellow; 6 – Moderately polluted – 
Orange; 5 – Heavily polluted – Red; 4 – 
Severely polluted – Brown. Each pollutant has 
specific values for each step of the individual 
scale as in the tab. 1. All individual pollutants 
are part of a pollution group, which has a group 
scale. 

 
The general list of the pollution group 

scales comprises: 
4.1. Air pollution group scale with n1 

individual scales. 
4.2. Water pollution group scale with n2 

individual scales. 
4.3. Land pollution group scale with n3 

individual scales. 
4.4. Noise pollution group scale with n4 

individual scales. 
4.5. Visual pollution group scale with n5 

individual scales. 
4.6. Radioactive contamination group scale 

with n6 individual scales. 
4.7. Radio spectrum pollution group scale 

with n7 individual scales. 
4.8. Photo or light pollution group scale 

with n8 individual scales. 
4.9. Location group scale with n9 individual 

scales. 
 

5. HOW TO USE THE PROPOSED 
SCALES  

5.1. In order to use all the proposed group 
scales we need the results of all the pollution 
measurements carried out for the studied place. 

5.2. Each measurement result must be 
inserted into the proper cell of the individual 
scale and this way that result will receive an 
operational mark. The minimum individual 
value mark of each group will determine the 
respective group mark. 

5.3. Doing so for all the carried out 
measurements and having all the attributed 
marks, the calculus program can establish and 
show: 

5.3.1. The complete list of the all carried 
out measurements. 

5.3.2. The complete list of the all attributed 
individual marks for each pollution effect (such 
as those of table 1). 

Tab .1. The Individual Environmental Quality Grade (IEQG) for some pollutants 
 

Environmental Quality Grade for Air Quality 
 

Colour Grade 
Name SO2 [µg/m3] N2O [µg/m3] O3 [µg/m3] CO [µg/m3] 

MP 
[µg/m3] 

Dark green 10 Excellent 0…49.9 0…49.9 0…39.9 0…1.9 0…14.9 

Green 9 Good 50…74.9 50…99.9 40…79.9 2…3.9 15…24.9 

Light green 8 Slightly Polluted 75…99.9 100…139.9 80…119.9 4…4.9 25…39.9 

Yellow 7 Lightly Polluted 100…149.9 140…199.9 120…149.9 5…6.9 40…49.9 

Orange 6 Moderately Polluted 150…349.9 200…299.9 150…179.9 7…9.9 50…79.9 

Red 5 Heavily Polluted 350…499.9 300…399.9 180…239.9 10…14.9 80…99.9 

Brown 4 Severely Polluted 500 and more 400 and more 240 and more 15 and more 
100 and 

more 

  Environmental Quality Grade for Soil Radioactivity and Noise Pollution 

Colour Grade Name 40 K [Bq] 226 Ra  [Bq] 238 U  [Bq] 232 Th  [Bq] 
dB/1000 

[Hz] 

Dark green 10 Excellent 100...199.9 10...14.9 10...14.9 7...12.9 30 

Green 9 Good 200...299.9 15...19.9 15...19.9 13...19.9 40 

Light green 8 Slightly Polluted 300…399.90 20...24.9 20...24.9 20...24.9 50 

Yellow 7 Lightly Polluted 400...499.9 25...29.9 25...29.9 25...29.9 60 

Orange 6 Moderately Polluted 500...599.9 30...39.9 30...39.9 30...39.9 70 

Red 5 Heavily Polluted 600...699.9 40...49.9 40...49.9 40...49.9 80 

Brown 4 Severely Polluted 700 and more 50 and more 50 and more 50 and more 100 



 
 

5.3.3. The values n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7 n8 
and n9 (according to section 4). 

5.3.4. The complete list of the all attributed 
group marks for each pollution group scale 
(section 4) 

5.3.5. The graphical representation of the 
entire attributed group marks (section 4).  

5.3.6. The minimum group environmental 
quality grade for the considered place. The 
authors consider that the general environmental 
quality grade GEQG for a certain place is given 
by the minimum individual EQG of that place, 
set up into a group EQG. 

5.3.7. The average environmental quality 
grade AEQG of the considered place, calculated 
as mathematical mean of the all individual EQG 
used for that place. This value is necessary 
when two places with close values of general 
environmental quality grade GEQG are 
compared. For a certain place, the GEQG is 
given by the minimum value of the group EQG, 
but it is important also, what the average value 
of the group AEQG is. The total number of the 
individual scales is: 
n = n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n7 + n8 + n9 (1) 
 

The figure n is that utilized when 
calculating the AEQG. 

 
6. WHAT DATA THE COMPUTER IS 

REQUIRING 
To use the computer program the authors 

consider that the following data are necessary: 
6.1. The place name, characterized by 

geographical and national administrative data, 
including geographical map data and a short 
description of using purpose. 

6.2. The measurement results for all the 
pollution effects for which the user is 
interested. 

7. WHAT DATA THE COMPUTER IS 
DELIVERING 

7.1. The place name, characterized by 
geographical and national administrative data, 
including geographical map data and a short 
description of the using purpose, as it was given 
at section 6.1 by user. 

7.2. The complete list of the all carried out 
measurements (according to section 5.3.1). 

7.3. The individual numerical and graphical 
marks (section 5.3.3) 

7.4. The pollution group numerical and 
graphical marks 

7.5. The numerical and graphical general 
environmental quality grade GEQG of the 
considered place (section 4.3.4) 

7.6. The average environmental quality 
grade AEQG of the considered place (section 
5.3.7). 

Finally the user has one single figure 
GEQG that characterizes the environmental 
quality of the interested place, calculated as 
result of all the pollution effects measurements. 
This figure can be used as decisional value 
when a compared cost to quality analysis is 
carried out. 

 
8. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE 

OUR PROPOSAL 
In order to emphasize the proposal, six 

different applications were carried out: Free of 
buildings land, Building, Industrial unit, Hotel 
or Pension, Hotel room, Home. As result of the 
all done measurements there were allocated 
environmental quality marks (grades), were 
calculated the group scale grades and then the 
GEQG and AEQG values. 

All the above-mentioned values are 
written in table 2. 

 
As solving example, in the fig. 1 and 2 

there are presented calculus graphs for the case 
that we are all interested, that is a home. We 
have to remark that for a home, as for the other 

Tab. 2 Calculus results for GEQG and AEQG  
 
The object type 

Free of 
buildings land 

Building  Industrial 
unit  

Hotel or 
Pension  

Hotel 
room  

Home  

Air pollution group scale 6 7 8 9 10 10 
Water pollution group scale 7 8 8 9 8 9 
Land pollution group scale 8 8 8 10 9 10 
Noise pollution group scale 8 8 9 9 9 10 
Visual pollution group scale 8 8 8 9 9 9 
Radioactive contamination group scale 10 10 10 10 8 10 
Radio spectrum pollution group scale 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Photo pollution group scale 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Location group scale 7 9 8 7 6 8 
GEQG 6 7 8 7 6 8 
AEQG 8.0 8.44 8.56 9.0 8.56 9.33 



 
 

lodging places, the visual pollution is given by 
the image seen trough the window or windows 
of the room, or by the image seen from the 
upper terrace of the building. This is the reason 

why we considered separately the hotel room, 
where it is important the outside window image 
(visual pollution), marked 9 in the tab. 2.  
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Fig. 2. The value AEQG for a home. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
8.1. By applying our proposal it can 

express directly, using just a single figure, the 
environmental quality for the object or for the 
area for which the certificate is issued. This 
way, any buyer or any user will have an 
efficient tool of quality evaluation of the 
interested object. 

8.2. The graphical representing of the 
individual and group pollution effects allows 
quick visual evaluation of the data contributing 
to average value AEQG formation.  

8.3. The value GEQG expresses the most 
severe pollution at the considered place, but to 
know more about the other effects, we must 
examinee the graphical representations and the 
value AEQG.  

8.4. The proposed environmental quality 
certificate must be dated exactly, including 
year, month, day and the hour of each 
measurement. Some examples: Radioactive 
contamination has different marks at 
Fukushima before and after 2011 earth shake, 
Noise pollution is different during day and 
night, even at different hours of day, every 

concentration pollutant can be different in 
time. 

8.5. Our proposal could be put in practice 
only if there is an appropriate law. This paper 
is a call to this direction and an instrument to 
make this law efficient and useful. 

8.6. The usefulness of the proposed 
environmental quality certificate is very large, 
especially for payers, who will know more 
about the bought object. 
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USE OF SATELLITE DATA TO COMPUTE AVAILABLE 
SOLAR RADIATION IN REMOTE AND RURAL AREA 
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Rezumat. In aceasta lucrare este prezentata o metoda de calcul a iradiantei globale solare folosind resurse satelitare. Baza de 
date satelitare  a fost luata  de la satelitul geostationar Meteosat. In prima etapa, o harta de referinta pe suprafata Romaniei pentru 
indicele de innorare de la datele satelitare este dedusa din imaginile satelitare secventiale de timp. In urmatoare etapa se 
calculeaza iradianta globala solara de la satelit in diferite zile  pentru trei localitati din Romania: Almaj (judetul Dolj), Baciu 
(judetul Cluj), Limanu(judetul Constanta) , tinand cont de indicele de innorare de la satelit si de iradianta globala solara calculata 
pentru zile cu cer senin.   
Cuvinte cheie: energie solara, iradianta globala solara, date satelitare, indicele de innorare pentru Romania.  

Abstract: This paper presents a method of calculating the global solar irradiance using satellite resources. The 
satellite database was taken from Meteosat, a geostationary satellite  In the first stage, a reference map on 
Romanian surface for cloudiness index from satellite data is deducted from sequential satellite images of time. 
In the next stage is calculated the global solar irradiance from the satellite in different days for three villages 
from Romania: Almaj (Dolj county), Baciu (Cluj County), Limanu (Constanta county), considering the 
cloudinees index  obtained from satellite and the global solar irradiance for clear sky days.  
Keywords: solar energy, global solar irradiance, satellite data, cloudiness index for Romania. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

   Several papers refer to the calculation of solar 
radiation.  One of the first papers that use satellite 
data to calculate solar radiation is [1].   In this 
paper , a statistical method is presented for the 
determination of the global solar radiation at 
ground level. It makes use of data from the 
meteorological satellites, which provide extensive 
coverage as well as adequate ground resolution. In 
the first step, a reference map of ground albedo is 
deduced from the time-sequence of satellite 
images. Then, by comparing the satellite data with 
the computed albedo map, a cloud coverage index 
is determined for each ground pixel of 5 km x 5 
km. This index is linearly correlated to the 
atmospheric transmission factor. The regression 
parameters are estimated using a training set 
provided by ground pyranometers. Tests for two 
different time periods show a good agreement 
between the actual and model-derived hourly 
global radiation. Another work which also used 
satellite resources is [2]. In this reference, images 
taken by geostationary satellites may be used to 
estimate solar irradiance at the earth’s surface. The 
Heliosat method is a widely applied procedure. It 
is based on the empirical correlation between a 
satellite derived cloud index and the irradiance at 

the ground. The modified method may open the 
way to use a generic relation between cloud index 
and global irradiance. Two other works that relate 
to the calculation of solar radiation are [3] and [4]. 
   The present work aims to calculate the solar 
radiation in three different rural areas of Romania 
by using satellite data. 
 

2. SATELLITE DATABASE 

 
Satellite data was obtained from site [5] belonging 
to EUMETSAT. EUMETSAT is an 
intergovernmental organization formed by the 
meteorological services of countries in the 
European Union, with additional countries such as 
Norway, Turkey and Switzerland. After accessing 
the site, the next step is to register as user . After 
registration, one has access to the following data 
type : daily and monthly. To have access to the 
instantaneous satellite data used in this paper, a 
special request is needed, which is to be addressed 
to the site administrator. After request’s approval, 
instantaneous satellite data can be downloaded.  
Three methods are available  for  satellite data 
downloading:  by email, by CD and by using a ftp 
site. Satellite data download procedure used in this 



 

   

work is by using a ftp site. This procedure is 
recommended for two main reasons: (i) the ordered 
satellite data can be downloaded to any computer 
with internet access, having valid discharge for two 
weeks and (ii) the access to satellite data is very 
fast. The selected satellite data model is: ‘CFC-
Fractional Cloud Cover’. In this paper satellite data 
were downloaded for the period between 01 
October 2009 and 31 December 2009. 
 
 
3. MAPS OF CLOUDINEES INDEX ON THE 

SURFACE OF ROMANIA 

 
     After downloading satellite data, they are 
processed using a script written in R language [6]. 
The output of this script is the cloudinees index n1, 
expressed in percentages. 
     Using the R language, satellite images are 
extracted  from the satellite data. They allow to see 
the spread of the cloudinees index on Romanian 
surface. 
    Samples of these satellite images can be seen in 
Fig. 1, wich represents the spread of cloudinees 
index on the surface of Romania, on 03 August 
2009 between 9.00 and 16.00 UTC. This is a clear 
days in the Southern parts of the country. 
 

 

Fig.1 . Hourly maps of cloudinees index on the surface of 
Romania during  03 August 2009 between 9.00 and 16.00 
UTC : a,b,c,d,e,f,g,g represents correspond to 9.00, 10.00, 

11.00, 12.00, 13.00, 14.00, 15.00 and 16.00 UTC, respectively 

 

4. CALCULATION OF GLOBAL SOLAR 
IRRADIANCE 

 

  While the performance or accuracy may be a major 
criterion in the selection of the most suitable 
calculation model for a specific application, it is by 
no means the only factor to be considered. 
Availability of input data would surely be another 
major factor. Others may include area of 
applicability and computational complexity. 
 
4.1. CALCULATION OF GLOBAL SOLAR 

IRRADIANCE IN DAYS WITH CLEAR 
SKY 

 

Many very simple cloudless sky solar irradiance 
models have been proposed and tested in literature. 
Most of them evaluate just the global solar 
irradiance csgI ,  on a horizontal surface. A few 

models predict the components of the global 
irradiance. The diffuse solar irradiance csdI ,  may 
be computed by using the Daneshyar - Paltridge - 
Proctor (DPP) model [7]: 

 

   2
, Wm2/04.2129.14  zcsd =I         (1) 

Here z is the zenith angle and  enters in radians. 
The zenith angle is computed with the formula [7] : 
       
      coscoscossinsincos     (2) 
where δ is the astronomical declination,φ is the 
latitude of the place and ω is the orar angle.The 
astronomical declination is computed with the 
equation : 
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where nday is day number in the year. The global 
irradiance is: 
 

     215.1
, Wmcos39.951  zcsgI         (4) 

    After  the diffuse solar irradiance and the global 
irradiance are computed,  the beam irradiance on 
clear sky is obtained from: 
 
    csdcsgcsb III ,,,                                       (5) 

 
   After the global irradiance for clear sky days was 
obtained, the formula below was used to calculate 
the global solar irradiance on cloudy days, 



   

depending on the cloudinees index n1 obtained from 
satellite database and the global irradiance for clear 
sky days  Ig,cs : 
 

csgcsgsat InInG ,1,1 )1(                                 (6) 
 
4.2. VILLAGES PRESENTATION 

 
    Three villages from Romania were selected: 
Almaj (Dolj county , latitude 45°47'30" and 
longitude 20°43'20") ; Baciu (Cluj county; latitude 
46°47'34" and longitude 23°31'30"); Limanu 
(Constanta county ; latitude 43°47' and longitude 
28°31'), as we can see in Fig. 2 : 
 

 
Fig.2. Romania map with the location of those three villages 

chosen for the calculation: 1-Almaj, 2-Limanu, 3-Baciu 
 
. The three villages were chosen because they are 
in irrigated areas and areas with fertile land for 
agriculture developed. 
    Following the steps in section 4.1, global solar 
irradiance can be calculated from satellite data for 
all the three villages presented above . In Table 1 
we can see the three villages chosen for the 
calculation and the days chosen to calculate the 
cloudinees index n1: 
 
 

                                Table 1 
The three villages and the days chosen to calculate n1, 

cloudinees index 
Villages Days used in this study 
Almaj 

(Dolj county) 
 

03.August.2009 

 12.august.2009 
Baciu 

 (Cluj county) 
03.august.2009 

 12.august.2009 
Limanu 

 (Constanta county)  
03.august.2009 

 12.august.2009 

 

4.3. RESULTS FOR GLOBAL IRRADIANCE 

 

   In Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4  can see a graphical 
comparison between cloudinees index values and 
respectively, a compararison between irradiance 
values for the three villages presented at point 4.2. 

 

 

 

Fig.3 . Graphics comparison between n1, cloudinees index 
from satellite belonging to each villages, from time 9 :00 and 

16 :00 UTC : a,b represents graphics comparison between 
cloudinees index belonging to each village for days : 

03.august,12.august, year 2009, respectively 

 

       

    As you can see from the graphics, day 
03.august.2009 for villages Almaj and Limanu is a 
clear sky day and for the village Baciu is a cloudy 
sky day and day 12.august.2009  is a cloudy sky 
day for all three villages. 

 



 

   

 

 

    

 

Fig.4 . Graphics comparison between global solar irradiance 
from satellite belonging to each villages, from time 9 :00 and 

16 :00 UTC : a,b represents graphics comparison between 
global solar irradiance belonging to each village for days : 

03.august,12.august, year 2009, respectively 

 

   From figure 4 can be seen as expected different 
results of global solar irradiance from satellite for 
each villages, except in day 03.august.2009 for 
villages Almaj and Limanu, global solar irradiance 
from satellite is almost the same because the 
results of  cloudiness index  is different only at the 
second decimal after comma. 

    

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

    This paper has presented a brief review of 
previous paper based on satellite data, satellite data 
base used for calculation of global solar irradiance, 
maps of cloudinees index on the surface of 
Romania results from R language, a method used 
for calculating global solar irradiance from satellite 
and results of  global solar irradiance obtained for 

three villages placed in different regions of the 
country. 
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ON THE EFFICIENCY OF BIOETHANOL OBTAINING 
METHODS AND ON ITS FURTHER USE 
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Rezumat.   Articolul de faţă prezintă principalele aspecte privind eficienţa metodelor clasice şi neconvenţionale 
de obţinere a bioetanolului din biomasa lemnoasă provenită de la anumite clone de plopi, precum şi perspectivele 
certe de utilizare a acestui tip de combustibil în alimentarea motoarelor şi în funcţionarea celulelor de combustibili. 
Cuvinte cheie: bioetanol, eficienţă, combustie, celule de combustibil, biomasă lemnoasă, zero-emisii. 

Abstract. The paper should highlight the main aspects regarding the conventional and unconventional methods of 
bioethanol production from specific poplar clones wooden biomass and also the use of this kind of fuel in thermal 
engines supplying and in the use of direct ethanol fuel cells.  
Keywords: bioethanol, efficiency, combustion, fuel cells, wooden biomass, zero-emissions. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ethanol and especially bioethanol proves to be 
an efficient agent to be used as an alternative fuel 
in thermal engines fueling as well as primary 
source-fuel in the modern fuel cells [1]. Bioethanol 
could be obtained by applying a multitude of 
methods, depending on the primary sources used, 
therefore the paper could not emphasize them all 
but the ones which refer to the use of wooden 
biomass, among which a great interest is shown by 
the biomass extracted from some special poplar 
clones. These species are representative for what 
our country is able to offer to the fuels 
manufacturers. Three were these species chosen, as 
it will be further detailed and concerning these 
options, some comparative results applying 
different methods of bioethanol extraction will be 
highlighted [2]. The methods to be discussed are 
only the fermentation methods applied to the 
sucrated compounds of the lignocellulose: the 
chemical fermentation through strong or weak 
concentrated acids, as classic methods and the 
enzymatic fermentation which provides to be a 
promising unconventional new method [3]. The 
obtained bioethanol corresponds to all requests in 
order to be an appropriate alternative fuel mainly 
for Spark Ignition Engines (SI Engines) but also 
for Diesel Engines. Bioethanol has the standard 
specified low heating value, viscosity, octane and 
cetane numbers, boiling temperature etc. Due to its 

high octane number and to its good miscibility, 
bioethanol could form with gasoline mixtures with 
good results concerning SI engine performances 
and emissions. Meanwhile, ethanol could be also 
used in diesel engines supplying using Diesel-
Carburetor Method (DC). This consists in air-
ethanol vapors mixture formation through a 
carburetion device in the engine inlet combined 
with the classic diesel injection system. The 
optimum ethanol substitution rate between 
different engine types remains to be discussed on 
further investigations on the basis of engines 
performances and their emissions levels. In what 
concerns the bioethanol use in modern ethanol fuel 
cells, a new and revolutionary type of fuel cell 
principle and design is revealed by the Direct 
Ethanol Fuel Cell (DEFC) (see Figure 1)[4] [5].  

 
Fig.1 The scheme of Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell 

(DEFC )operation 

 



 

   

2. BIOETHANOL PRODUCTION 
 

As it has been mentioned, a study has been 
conducted in order to get results on bioethanol 
production applying three different fermentation 
methods of the lignocellulose extracted from three 
different poplar clones trees [2] [6]. The chosen 
sorts of the wooden biomass characterize the 
possibilities offered by the Romanian trees cultures 
in the process of bioethanol production. These 
sorts are coded with the names: A-F8, 3 years-
Turcoaia and Sacrau-79.  

First two applied methods are chemical 
fermentation methods and the third one is an 
enzymatic fermentation method of the cellulose 
coming from the raw used material. The 
comparative results are shown in Table 1 under 
percentage values expressing alcohol obtained 
grams on 100 gr. of used biomass. 
 

Table 1  
Comparison of results concerning  

Bioethanol production methods 
 

 

Bioethanol 

(gr/100 gr biomass) 

 

 

Method 

A-F8 3-years 

Turcoaia 

Sacrau-79 

Enzymatic 

Method 

 

21 

 

22.3 

 

21.9 

Chemical 

Method I 

 

22.6 

 

20.72 

 

20.96 

Chemical 

Method II 

 

21.28 

 

21.64 

 

23.44 

 
 The results are comparable speaking in terms 

of effective quantities. Both chemical methods use 
for the hydrolysis process diluted amounts of 
sulphuric acid. Also, the energy consumption 
during the chemical processes is high. Enzymatic 
hydrolysis process of the lignocellulose materials 
is very complex. The use of enzymes eliminates 
the use of polluting chemical products used in 
chemical hydrolysis. Although the enzymatic 
process is more expensive, this method is non-
polluting and could become economically viable 
by further researches. The products from the 
enzymatic hydrolysis are not toxic therefore they 
could be used as animal food or fertilizers [3]. 

Table 2  
Ethanol standard characteristics 

 

Characteristic Ethanol 

Molecular mass 46.070 

Melting point (at normal 
pressure) [deg C] 

 
-114.6 

Melting heat [kJ/kg] 109 

Boiling heat  (at normal 
pressure) [deg C] 

78.5 

Vaporization heat [kJ/kg] 854 

Critic temperature [deg C] 243.15 

Critic pressure [MPa] 6.30 

Lower /Higher Heating 
Value  [kJ/kg] 

   28037  / 
30973 

Normal density [kg/dm3] 0.794 

Specific heat [J/kgK] 2.369 

Dynamic viscosity 
[Ns/mp]*1000 

1.2 

Refractive Index 
at 20 dec.C  

1.361 

Reid vapor’s pressure 
[daN/cm2] 

0.14 

Temperature decrease 
when vaporizing a 

theoretical mixture [deg C] 

 
96.5 

 
Table 2 shows the assembly of the 99.5% purity 

ethanol characteristics, taken out from the 
standards.  The values in case of the produced 
bioethanol are similar to these ones within an error 
range of maximum 1%. 
 
3. BIOETHANOL USED AS ENGINES FUEL 
 

Since its first use at the beginning of the years 
1970, ethanol has been continuously considered an 
appropriate alternative fuel basically for SI engines. 
Its high octane number and its good miscibility 
make it easy to form blends with gasoline, these 
mixtures being well known and used as E fuel 
mixtures [7]. It doesn’t mean that ethanol could not 
be used as a single fuel through carburetion or 
either injection but the lack of lubrication capacity 
diminishes the fueling system reliability. Thus, 
rather than using it separately or in addition with 
expensive lubricating additives ethanol has been 
commonly used in mixtures with gasoline.  

More interesting appear the opportunities to use 
ethanol (bioethanol) in Diesel engines. There are 
three methods to be applied in order to combine 
diesel fuel and ethanol supplies and to not give up 
to the basic principle of engine compression 
ignition:  
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1. The Mixtures method. This could be used 
only in case of relative small to medium amounts 
of ethanol due to the limited miscibility of the 
alcohol with classic fuel. The method has been 
successfully tested in case of methanol and since 
ethanol mixes better with diesel fuel than methanol 
it is expectable to be able to use bioethanol rates 
greater than 35…37% [8]. 

2. Diesel-Carburetor method. This method 
has been also tested in case of methanol. The 
alcohol is brought in the engine inlet through a 
carburetor, forming a homogenous mixture with air 
and diesel fueling injection system is kept as 
usually [9]. Problems to occur are connected to the 
rough engine operation when mass alcohol used 
ratios overpass 50%. Despite the fact that ethanol 
has a lower specific vaporization heat than 
methanol, special components designated to 
accelerate the preheating and vaporization of 
ethanol, electrical or whatever heat transfer devices, 
are to be insert into the air-ethanol carburetion 
system. In order to control the combined air-fuel 
formation and its combustion an adjustable 
percentage of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is 
also recommendable to be applied. 

3. Double Injection method. This method 
allows the highest amounts of alcohol to be used in 
order to replace diesel fuel. The method has been 
tested both for methanol [10] and ethanol [11]. The 
maximum amount of diesel fuel mass substitution 
was around 90% under the condition of preserving 
the pilot-injection of the remaining diesel fuel 
quantity as a condition to have engine ignition 
followed by alcohol injection and subsequent 
combustion. The main construction problem is that 
of having separate fuels circuits (tanks, pumps, 
injection pumps, filters, high-pressure pipes, 
injectors) being although possible to maintain the 
same cylinder injector for both fuels [12]. Again, 
the lubrification problem has to be solved by using 
coat-protection to the alcohol injection pump 
pistons or by using special additives in the fuel. 
 
4. BIOETHANOL USE IN FUEL CELLS 
 

The development of the ethanol fuel cells 
allows new solutions in automotive propulsion to 
be identified. The bioethanol obtained from 
wooden or vegetable waste biomass represents a 
renewable energy source, including the on-board 
hydrogen formation. 

The fuel cell based on bioethanol will convert 
the chemical energy into electrical energy under a 
higher rate than using internal combustion engines.   
 

 
 

Fig.2  On board Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell (DEFC) 
 

Ethanol fuel cells could use this fuel as a 
primary agent even better when hydrated. Energy 
rate provided by the cells is therefore improved 
when using bioethanol mixed with small amounts 
of water comparing to the case when pure-ethanol 
is used. 

Figure no.2 is highlighting the basic scheme of 
a Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell (DEFC) mounted on 
board of the electric vehicle: The scheme presents 
the structure of the fuel cell consisting in the 
electrodes separated by the electrolyte. Platinum-
based catalysts are expensive, so practical 
exploitation of ethanol as fuel for PEM (Proton 
Exchange Membrane) fuel cells requires a new 
catalyst [13]. New nanostructured electrocatalysts 
have been developed, which are based on non-
noble metals, preferentially mixtures of Fe, Co, Ni 
at the anode, and Ni, Fe or Co alone at the cathode. 
A polymer acts exactly like an electrolyte. The 
electric charge is carried by the hydrogen ions - 
protons. The hydrated liquid ethanol is oxidized at 
the anode generating CO2, hydrogen ions and 
electrons. Hydrogen ions travel through the 
electrolyte. They react at the cathode with oxygen 
from the air and the electrons from the external 
circuit forming water. The exhaust CO2 gas is 
filtered through a filter located on the upper side of 
the ethanol tank. A secondary water cooling circuit 
surrounds the structure of the cell, diminishing the 
thermal operating regime of the assembly. 

These types of fuel cells develop up to 40 kW 
electric power, enough to supply an electric car 
engine when using it under urban operating 
regimes. Operating temperatures are below those 
characterizing a hydrogen fuel cell, but the voltage 
of the supplying electric energy remains dangerous 
high, approximately at 500 V; thus, the assembly 
forming the electric unit has to be very well 
isolated [14][15]. 

 



 

   

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the 
efficiencies in electrical energy production 
characterizing several applications, from which it 
clearly appears the benefits of using fuel cells with 
or without heat recuperator. Internal combustion 
engines must evacuate major heat fractions through 
the cooling and the outlet systems. Fuel cells do 
not have such constrains. Their operating 
temperature is significant less than the one existing 
in the combustion chambers, and there are no heat 
losses in their outlet system.  

At the same electrical power production, fuel 
cells have two times less heat losses in their 
cooling systems comparing to the internal 
combustion engines. This explains their higher 
efficiency, not being mentioned, supplementary, 
the presence of a heat recuperator. 

 

 
 

Fig.3  Efficiency vs. conversion type 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Bioethanol proves to be a significant alternative 

fuel concerning the use of thermal classic engines 
as well as a primary agent for ethanol fuel cells. 

Regarding the production of bioethanol, poplar 
clones trees species naturalized in Romania could 
offer the solution of bioethanol production starting 
from this kind of wooden raw biomass. 

Despite the advance on the research referring to 
the use of ethanol in fueling the SI engines, new 
opportunities have occurred consisting in studies 
of bioethanol use in Diesel engines.  

In what concerns the use of bioethanol in the 
fuel cells, an important advantage of replacing the 
hydrogen as primary fuel cells agent is based on 
the fact that alcohol does not need any fuel 
reformators. 

Ethanol fuel cells reach higher operating 
temperatures, with higher conversion rates of 
energy. It remains to be solved the problem of 
weight and displacement together with the one 
concerning the electric isolation of the assembly, 
these cells being operated at high voltage. As a 

primary agent for alcohol fuel cells, bioethanol 
obtained in a hydrated status through the process 
of biomass enzymatic fermentation proves to mark 
a rational choice for the further development of 
electrical and hybrid automotive transportation. 
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Abstract. În această lucrare este prezentat un model de calcul al compoziţiei gazului de sinteză produs din 
brichete confecţionate dintr-un amestec de reziduuri agricole, într-un cazan cu gazeificare. Folosind un model de 
echilibru termochimic disponibile în literatura de specialitate, un program Matlab a fost dezvoltat pentru a prezice 
compoziţia gazului de sinteză. Rezultatele modelului de gazeificare sunt în bună concordanţă cu datele 
experimentale. Modelul ajută pentru a prezice comportamentul de diferite tipuri de biomasă. 

Cuvinte cheie: biomasă , gaz de gazogen, echilibru, gazeificare. 

 

Abstract. In this paper a model for calculation of syngas composition produced from briquettes made of 
mixture of agricultural residues in a heating boiler with gasification is presented. Using a thermochemical 
equilibrium model available in literature, a Matlab program was built to predict the syngas composition. The 
results of the gasification model are in good agreement with experimental data. The model helps to predict the 
behavior of different biomass types. 
Keywords: biomass, syngas, equilibrium, gasification.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is an increasing interest in the use of 
biomass for heat and power production considering 
the growing concern for future energy supply. The 
demand of energy sources to satisfy human energy 
consumption continues to increase. Prior to the use 
of fossil fuels, biomass was the primary source of 
energy for heat via combustion. 
Biomass is the third largest primary energy 
resource in the world, after coal and oil [5]. The 
biomass represents two thirds of the Renewable 
Energy Sources in Europe. Biomass for heating 
accounts for %96  of renewable used for heating. 
Biomass materials with high energy potential 
include agricultural residues and residues from 
forest-related activities. Residues from forest-
related activities (excluding wood fuel) account for 
65% of the biomass energy potential whereas 33% 
comes from residues of crops [5].  
Agricultural residues are among Romania’s major 
potential energy sources. Estimates based on 
available statistical data and the results of 
experimental studies suggest that the annual 

agricultural residue potential is about 3104799  tep. 
This is equal to %63  of the total biomass quantity.  

 
Recent research studies on the use of different 
agricultural residues as fuel in the form of 
pellets/briquettes, or mixed with wood residues in 
laboratory or industrial facilities were published 
[3, 4]. 
The most used way to produce energy from 
biomass is combustion. The interest is using more 
efficient heating boilers, user-friendly and 
environmental friendly is increasing. In a boiler 
with gasification a higher combustion temperature 
and reduced emissions from incomplete 
combustion can be achieved. 
In order to simulate the combustion process in a 
heating boiler with gasification it is necessary to 
know the syngas composition. The syngas 
composition can be predicted using an equilibrium 
model, knowing the solid composition and the 
equilibrium temperature based on the assumption 
that the gasification reactions occur at 
thermodynamic equilibrium. 
A system of non-linear equations describing the 
conservation of chemical species (C, O, H, N, S) 
and the additional equations for thermal 
equilibrium of the independent reactions (which 
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corresponds to the minimization of the free energy 
of reaction) allows the prediction of the produced 
syngas under given composition of the reactants 
and operating conditions (pressure and 
temperature). 
The Matlab code was well adapted to model the 
gasification process (equilibrium) for different type 
of biomass. The numerical results are compared to 
the experimental data. The results of the 
gasification model have been found to be in 
agreement with experimental data. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The gasification reaction can be written in the following 
form from literature [2, 7] 

2452423221

222

76.3
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)76.3(

Nm
c

CHxOHxCOxHxCOx

NOmOwHNOCH cba







 



(1) 
The amount of C , H , O and N entering the 
system must be equal to the amounts leaving; this 
generates three elemental balance equations. Also 
there are two reactions (shift and reforming) that 
yield two equations, involving equilibrium 
constant ( 1K  and 2K ) that will be described 
below. The final equation that closes the non-linear 
equations system was obtained by an enthalpy 
balance inside the gasifier. More details can be 
found in the literature [2, 7]. 
A system of six non-linear equations (3-8) and six 
unknowns ( 51 xx  and totn ) is obtained. 
The general form of nonlinear system equations is: 
The system can alternatively be represented by a 
function   0xF  where  61,...., xxx  . 

      txxfxxfxxF 61661161 ,...,,....,,...,,....,     (2) 

The non linear equations system 0)( xF  used in 
this work is formed from the following six 
equations: 
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where ntot is total mole of producer gas . 
It was used the following notation for 
simplification of equation (10): 

0
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where 0
iH and piC represent the enthalpy of formation 

and the specific heat of species i . 
The specific heats can be determined using an empirical 
relation that holds for a wide range of temperature: 

   kgkJTcTcTccTC pi
3

4
2

321        (9) 

The values of the constant 41 cc  are taken as 
reported by Reid et al. [5]. The sensible heat of 
each gas species was found by integrating Eqn. (9) 
from the ambient temperature to gasification 
temperature. 
The values of equilibrium constants 1K  and 

2K are calculated from the Gibbs free energy: 

 RTGK Tp
0exp                               (10) 

where 0
TG is the difference of the Gibbs free 

energy between the products and reactants and R is 
the universal gas constant. 
Substituting the Gibbs free energy in eqns. (5) and 
(6) the equilibrium constants can be written in the 
following form: 

  RTGGGGK OHTCOTHTCOT
0

,
0

,
0

,
0

,1 222
exp 

                                                                           (11) 
  RTGGK HTCHT

0
,

0
,2 24

2exp             (12)  

The required values for 0
,iTG are taken as reported 

by Robert et al. [12]. 
The following hypotheses were considered to draw 
the model: 

- the process occurs under adiabatic 
conditions; 
- the model requests elementary 
composition of biomass and the work 
temperature; 
- this process was supposed to occur  
instantaneously at equilibrium with volatile 
products mainly composition 

2H , CO , 2CO , 4CH  and OH 2 . 

3. NEWTON METHOD 

The Newton method is one of the most used 
procedures to resolve systems of non-linear 
equation. 
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The non-linear equations system (2-8) is 
represented by a function 0)( xF presented above. 

In order to calculate x such that )(xF  goes to zero, 
the Newton’s method is used for solution 
convergence. 

 nnnn xFxJxx )(1
1


                                (13) 

where )(xJ  is the Jacobian matrix of partial 
derivates of )(xF . 

The Jacobian matrix )(xJ has the general form as 
describe below: 
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The Newton method as implemented in the 
program substitutes predicted values and iterates 
until a temperature fixed point is reached. 
The general algorithm used to solve this system of 
nonlinear equations is presented below: 

 

 
Figure 1 . Matlab algorithm. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE 

The boiler has two combustion chamber separated 
by a refractory plate having holes for secondary air 
combustion admission. While the flue gases are 
guided down they transfer their heat to the water 
space and the flow from the bottom to the 
chimney. 
The used briquettes have a diameter of 7 cm and 
15 cm length. For each experiment, the draught has 

constant values (≈-3 Pa) and the biomass load was 
10 kg. The fuel properties are shown in table 1. 
The CO, CO2, H2, CH4 and N2 concentrations were 
analyzed using the PerkinElmer Gas 
Chromatograph. The test rig includes also 
thermocouples to measure the temperature in the 
combustion chambers .This study was conducted 
to validate the syngas composition produced from 
various feedstocks. 

Table 1. Fuel properties 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Matlab program has been developed to 
calculate the syngas composition using chemical 
equilibrium models available in the literature. [1, 2, 
6] 
The model results have been compared to the 
experimental data and predicted producer gas 
composition presented by Altafini [1] and Jayah 
[2], these results are presented below in Figure 2. 
The experimental results and the predicted results 
obtained with the above described model are in 
concordance. As we did not take into account the 
thermal loss gasification chamber, the predicted 
values for methane are slightly inferior to the real 
obtained values. Also the hydrogen content is 
slightly overestimated. The same thing has 
happened also in the Melgar work. [2] 

 

 Figure2. Model comparison with literature data [1, 2] 

Ultimate analysis (wt% of wet fuel with ash) Fuel sample 

C H N O Moisture Ash 

LHV 
[kJ/kg] 

50%sawdust  
and 

50%cornstalk 

 
46.1 

 
5.5 

 
0.4 

 
38 

 
6.7 

 
3.3 

 
1.753 
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Figure 3. Variation of CO emission with time. 

 
Figure 4. Variation of CO2 emission with time.  

 

 
Figure 5. Variation of H2 emission with time.  

6. CONCLUSION 

In this study, a thermochemical equilibrium model 
for downdraft gasification chamber of a heating 
boiler has been applied. The model predicts with a 
reasonable degree of accuracy the composition of 
the syngas. 
As the boiler operation conditions are not adiabatic 
there is discrepancy between predicted and 
experimental results. The amount of hydrocarbons 
produced during the gasification process depends 
upon the temperature of gasification and decreases 
rapidly with increase of temperature. It is also seen 

that the concentration of 4CH above C0900 is 
negligible as predicted by equilibrium model. 
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Rezumat  
Guvernele din întreaga lume promovează dezvoltarea biocombustibililor în scopul de a atenua 
impactul asupra mediului a folosirii combustibililor. Această lucrare analizează utilizarea biomasei ca 
şi combustibil pentru generarea de energie. Biogazul constituie una dintre utilizările biomasei care, de 
asemenea, are grijă de problemele impactului asupra mediului ale agriculturii. O altă utilizare a 
biomasei o constituie utilizarea biodieselului care poate creşte concentraţia anumitor poluanţi care sunt 
asociaţi atât cu riscuri de mediu cât şi cu riscuri de sănătate. Această lucrare identifică câteva dintre 
efectele cheie asupra mediului asociate cu tehnologiile care folosesc biomasa, biogazul şi biodieselul 
şi sugerează răspunsuri adecvate la acestea.  
Cuvinte cheie: biomasă, biogaz, combustie, biodiesel, impactul asupra mediului 
 
Abstract  
Governments worldwide are promoting the development of biofuels in order to mitigate the climate 
impact of using fuels. This paper investigates the utilization of biomass as a fuel for energy generation. 
One use of biomass fuels that also takes care of environmental impact issues of agriculture is biogas. 
Another use of biomass is biodiesel application that may increase the levels of certain pollutants which 
are associated with both environmental and health risks. This paper identifies some of the key 
environmental impacts associated with biomass, biogas and biodiesel technologies and suggests 
appropriate responses to them.  
 
Keywords: biomass, biogas, combustion, biodiesel, environmental impact. 

1. Introduction 
Governments worldwide are promoting the 

development of biofuels in order to mitigate 
the climate impact of using fuels. Biofuel is a 
renewable energy source produced from 
natural (biobased) materials, which can be 
used as a substitute for fossil fuels [1]. 
Biofuels have become more attractive recently 
because they can help provide solutions to 
many environmental problems.  

The term biofuel is referred to as solid 
(bio-char), liquid (such as: ethanol, vegetable 
oil and biodiesel) or gaseous (such as: biogas, 
biosyngas and biohydrogen) fuels that are 
predominantly produced from biomass.  

Growing interest in bio-energy is driven by 
the following facts [2]: it contributes to 
poverty reduction in developing countries; it 
meets energy needs at all times, without 
expensive conversion devices; it can deliver 
energy in all forms that people need (liquid 
and gaseous fuels, heat and electricity), it is  
 
 
 

 
carbon dioxide (CO2) - neutral and can even 
act as carbon sinks, and it helps to restore 
unproductive and degraded lands, increasing 
biodiversity, soil fertility and water retention.  
This paper investigates the utilization of 
biomass as a fuel for energy generation. 
Utilization of biomass as an energy resource is 
not without potential environmental impacts 
[1]. Soil disturbance, nutrient depletion and 
impaired water quality are the mainly 
disadvantages from biomass feedstock 
production and utilization of agricultural and 
forest residues for energy [3]. 

One use of biomass fuels that also takes 
care of environmental impact issues of 
agriculture is biogas. Another use of biomass 
is biodiesel application that may increase the 
levels of certain pollutants which are 
associated with some environmental and health 
risks, such as the small increase of NOx levels.  

This paper identifies some of the key 
environmental impacts associated with 
biomass, biogas and biodiesel technologies and 
suggests appropriate responses to them. 



2. Environmental effects  
The energy production from renewable 

sources is one of the main answer to reduce 
environmental damage and greenhouse gases 
emissions, as climate agreements encourage 
the increase of non fossil fuel use [4]. 

Thermochemical conversion of biomass to 
fuels produces air pollutants including 
particulates, carbon monoxide, hydrogen 
sulfide and polycyclic organic matter. Other 
environmental considerations arise from the 
production and handling of wastewater and 
solid waste.  

In common with fossil fuels, nitrogen 
oxides are significant air pollutants from 
biomass combustion. With regard to global 
warming, biomass can be an environmentally 
friendly fuel if the carbon dioxide released 
from the combustion process is recaptured by 
growing trees. If trees are felled and not 
replaced this has the effect not only of 
releasing carbon dioxide but also of depleting 
one of the natural sinks of the carbon cycle. 
Due to the low sulphur contents of biomass 
fuels, the emissions of sulphur oxides are 
insignificant [5].  

Burning biomass produces smoke and a 
number of other pollutants. Consequently, 
problems may arise over atmospheric 
pollution. Biomass burnt domestically can 
cause a number of health problems because of 
the release of carbon monoxide, methane, 
nitrogen oxides, benzene, formaldehyde and 
breathable particulate matter. These health 
problems are important, given that 75% of the 
world’s population is dependent on domestic 
biofuels. Biomass burning can also result in 
significant atmospheric pollution, some of 
which may be transported for very long 
distances [6]. 

Biogas refers to a biofuel gas produced by 
the anaerobic digestion or fermentation of 
organic matter including manure, high 
moisture herbaceous plants (vegetables, sugar 
cane, sugar beet, corn, sorghum, and cotton), 
marine crops and municipal solid wastes. 
Biogas in the form of intermediate-heat gas is 
methane mixed with CO and CO2 and can be 
used for heat and power. Methane can be 
efficiently converted into methanol [7].  

Another alternative is to produce a fuel 
from biomass as a secondary energy source. 
Gasifiers are used to convert biomass into a 
combustible gas (biogas). Biogas is a mixture 
of methane (55-65%) and carbon dioxide (35–
45%) with very small amounts of sulfuric 
components (H2S), nitrogen (0–3%) and 

hydrogen (0–1%). Typically, between 20% and 
40% of the heating value of the feedstock is 
contained in the biogas. For electricity 
production, biogas is commonly burnt in 
internal combustion engines, which may 
include heat recovery for combined heat and 
power production. Electrical capacities range 
from tens of kW to several MW [7]. 

Biogas can be produced from livestock 
manures and agricultural wastes with a 
considered energy potential [4].  
Table 1: Composition of biogas [4] 

Substances  Symbol  Percentage  
Methane CH4 55-65 
Carbon 
Dioxide 

CO2 35-45 

Hydrogen  H2 0-1 
Nitrogen  N2 0-3 

Water 
vapour 

H2O 0.3 

Hydrogen 
Sulphide 

H2S trace 

 
The use of biogas as a fuel source is 

environmentally sound because it contributes 
to a reduction of fossil fuel use and mitigates 
the greenhouse effect, particularly the 
emissions of CH4. In fact methane is one of 
the worst greenhouse there is, as it is almost 21 
times more efficient than carbon dioxide at 
"trapping" solar energy. Biogas with high 
thermal energy is a reliable alternative source, 
as it is a kind of natural gas, which is free 
sulfur [8]. 

Using landfill gas as an energy resource 
can help to reduce landfill methane emissions 
and to reduce dependence on fossil fuel 
sources of energy [4], therefore reducing the 
greenhouse effect in a combined way.. 

As a primary feedstock, vegetable oils, 
animal fats, or waste cooking oils can be used 
for the production of biodiesel. In Europe, 
rapeseed oil is predominantly used to produce 
biodiesel, while in the rest of the world 
biodiesel are produced mainly from soya [9]. 

Biodiesel can be used as pure fuel or 
blended at any level with petroleum diesel for 
use by diesel engines. Pure biodiesel fuel  is 
called B100. When blended with diesel fuel 
the designation indicates the amount of B100 
in the blend, e.g. B20 is 20% B100 and 80% 
diesel, and B5 used in Europe is contains 5% 
B100 in diesel. 

One potential drawback to the use of 
biodiesel is the increase in NOx emissions. 
NOx emissions from pure (100%) biodiesel 
increase on average by 10%  [10]. It can see in 



Figure 1 that as the NOx increases directly 
with the degree of blending. This arises from 
the faster combustion of the biodiesel, which 
increases the flame temperature and therefore 
the NOx levels. 

Figure 1: Average emission impacts of biodiesel [11] 

When biodiesel is used, the emissions of 
all pollutants except NOx appear to decrease. 

Biodiesel contains very small amounts of 
phosphorus and sulphur. SOX emissions are 
almost negligible and the temperature of the 
flue gases at the stack can be considerably 
reduced, since acid condensation is not a 
problem of major concern. 

The presence of oxygen in biodiesel leads 
to more complete combustion processes, 
resulting in lower emissions of CO, 
particulates and visible smoke [12]. 

 
Table 2 demonstrates the potential of 

biofuels in reducing harmful emissions the 
atmospheric layer, when compared with the 
combustion of diesel oil.  
 
Table 2: Reduction (%) of gaseous emissions originated 
from the use of pure biodiesel (B100) and mixed with 
mineral diesel (B20)  compared to pure diesel [13] 

Biodiesel Emissions 
B100 B20 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) -66 -13 
Unburned hydrocarbons -93 -30 
Carbon monoxide (CO) -50 -20 
Solid particles  -30 -22 
Sulfur (S) -100 -20 
Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) 

-80 -13 

Nitrated polynuclear 
aromatic hydrocarbons  

-90 -50 

Smog (forming potential) -50 -10 

3. Environmental beneficts 
Biofuels have many advantages. Biofuels 

are easily available from common biomass 
sources, they represent a carbon dioxide-cycle 
in combustion and they have a considerable 
environmentally friendly potential. There are 
many benefits to the environment, economy 
and consumers in using biofuels, as they are 
biodegradable and contribute to sustainability. 

 The benefits include greenhouse gas 
reductions including reduced carbon dioxide 
emissions, which will contribute to domestic 
and international targets, the diversification of 
energy sources, biodegradability, 
sustainability, and an additional market for 
agricultural products. Biofuels may help to 
protect and create jobs.  

Biogas technology has multiple benefits, 
including energy generation, pollution removal 
and economic, social and ecological 
advantages.   Biodiesel, has a good energy 
return because of the simplicity of its 
manufacturing process, and has significant 
benefits in emissions. 

The use of biodiesel to reduce N2O from I. 
C. engines is attractive for several reasons. 
Biodiesel contains little nitrogen, as compared 
with diesel fuel which is also used as a re-
burning fuel. The N2O reduction was strongly 
dependent on initial N2O concentration and 
only slightly dependent upon temperature, 
where increased temperature increased N2O 
reduction. This results in lower N2O 
production from fuel nitrogen species for 
biodiesel. Biodiesel contains virtually trace 
amount of sulfur, so SO2 emissions are 
reduced in direct proportion to the diesel fuel 
replacement. Biodiesel is a regenerable fuel. 
When a diesel fuel is replaced by a biodiesel, 
there is a net reduction in CO2 emissions. As 
an energy source used in a diesel engine it 
reduces the consumption of diesel fuels and 
thereby reduces the greenhouse effect.  

Biodiesel, produced from different 
vegetable oils, seems very interesting for 
several reasons: it can replace diesel oil in 
boilers and I. C. engines without major 
adjustments; only a small decrease in 
performances is reported; almost zero 
emissions of sulfates; a small net contribution 
of CO2 when the whole life-cycle is 
considered; emission of pollutants lower that 
of diesel oil. For these reasons, several 
campaigns have been planned in many 
countries to introduce and promote the use of 
biodiesel [1]. 

 



4. Conclusions 
The use of biomass energy has many 

unique qualities that provide environmental 
benefits. It can help mitigate climate change, 
reduce acid rain, soil erosion and help maintain 
forest health through better management. 

The reduction of greenhouse gases 
pollution is the main advantage of utilizing 
biomass energy [14]. Biomass and biogas 
technology has helped to improve the quality 
of our environment by eliminating agricultural 
wastes that would otherwise accumulate and 
become a major source of pollution and 
possible contamination. 

Biogas use may reduce air pollution and 
certainly reduces greenhouse gases, therefore it 
has an effective role in the protection of the 
environment and the public health. 

The main benefits of biodiesel use are 
reductions in petroleum consumption and 
greenhouse gas emissions. When biodiesel is 
used, the total net emission of CO2 is 
considerably less than that of diesel oil and the 
amount of energy required for the production 
of biodiesel is less than that obtained with the 
final product, and the emission of pollutants is 
somewhat less. 

Another important benefit of renewable 
energy systems is the decrease of 
environmental pollution. The environmental 
impacts from biomass production, conversion 
and use can be minimized by implementing 
careful planning and conservation practices, 
employing appropriate environmental control 
technology and utilizing any by-products 
produced. 
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Rezumat: Lucrarea prezinta un sistem inteligent, mecatronic cu autonomie ridicata dotat cu GPS si 
camere video pentru urmarirea traseului si evitarea obstacolelor, cu software adecvat pentru luarea 
deciziilor, in vederea utilizarii lui la degajarea zapezii de pe strazile inguste, alei si trotuare si 
transformarea zapezii in calupuri de gheata, in vederea asigurarii conditiilor pentru o securitate si 
protectie maxima a transportului. Soluţia constă în trei subsisteme (externe; de conducere, monitorizare şi 
control; de utilizare şi dispozitive periferice).Sistemul trebuie să realizeze funcţiile de navigaţie, comanda 
şi controlul motoarelor electrice care acţionează, de comunicaţii fără fir pe distanţe lungi cu dispecerat şi 
cu sistemul de navigaţie şi de comunicare la distanţă scurtă cu sistemul local de radio, punct de reper.  
Cuvinte cheie: robotica, mecatronica, automatizari. 
 
Abstract:  In this paper is presented the informational system for an autonomous intelligent equipment 
with high autonomy, having GPS and video-cameras to follow-up the route and avoiding the obstacles, 
using an adequate software to decide, dedicated to be used in eliminating the snow on the narrow roads, 
avenues and pavements. This equipment transforms the collected snow into ice blocks realizing the 
optimal conditions for protection and security of the transport. 
The solution consist in three subsystems (external; driving, monitoring and control; drivers and peripherals 
devices). The system must realize the functions of navigation, command and control of the electrical acting 
motors, communications wireless at long distance with the dispatcher and with the system of navigation 
and communication at short distance with the local system of radio landmark  .  
Keywords: robotics, mechatronics, automations

1. INTRODUCTION 

  This paper presents a mecatronic, intelligent 
system with high autonomy with GPS and video 
cameras to follow the way and avoid the obstacles, 
with an adequate software for decision makers, to 
use it in the removal of snow from the narrow 
streets, passes and sidewalks and changes the snow 

in pieces of ice in order to provide the security 
conditions and a maximum protection of the 
transport. 
    This paper mainly aims to analyse the control 
system of the movements towards the automat 
detection system and avoiding the obstacles. 
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2. THE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF 
THE INTELLIGENT MECATRONIC 
SYSTEM 

The system must provide the navigation functions, 
control of the electric operation monitors, order 
and control of different internal electric operations, 
useful for the vehicle, wireless communication for 
long distances both with the headquarter and with 
the navigation system and short distance 
communication  with the local guiding system with 
radio beacons.  
All these functions allow the accomplishing of the 
most important task which is screening and 
avoiding the obstacles actively and autonomous.  
The solution on the autonomous intelligent 
mecatronic system for compaction the snow 
includes 3 subsystems: external system composed 
by all subsystems and services that are not 
included in the integrate autonomous vehicle 
(screening dispatcher office, system for radio 
communication, mobile phone dispatcher radio 
communication, provider service GSM/GPRS, un 
inertial navigation system and for global 
positioning type GPS, driving, monitoring and 
control system including the intelligent systems 
and equipments on the vehicle, necessary for the 
information flow processing and of the data 
received from the communication devices, 
necessary to form the useful signals for controlling 
the electric performing devices and for controlling 
the whole automation according to a pre 
established logic, drivers and peripheral system 
including all the equipments fixed in order to drive 
the electric engines and all the sensors, micro 
contacts, limiters and amplification and formation 
electronic devices of their signals.  

A better view of each of these systems 
tasks is realized by describing their internal 
structure. 

The external system includes: 
- The dispatcher-its construction will be realized 

as follows: a common PC running a software 
for monitoring and display with visual map 
(electronic) connected by a serial net (Ethernet, 
COM or USB) with a GPRS communication 
module. The communication modulus GPRS is 
connected with the mobile phone service by an 
external antenna of small size. 

- The service provider GSM/GPRS may be any 
operator from the mobile phone net. Choosing 
the net and the operator must be done taking 
into consideration the lowest price of the 
services for a better data transfer, the operator 
provides GPRS services so that the net 

damages should be as short as possible, the 
payment method card or subscription 
independent to the communication modulus 
mark or type so that the user may change the 
operator or the net any time without bringing 
any modification to the system. 

- The un inertial GPS navigation system means 
to use the existing GPS global system 
positioning. The system is functional for a very 
long period of time and is integrated in almost 
all navigation systems on the market nowadays. 

The external system is indispensable for a good 
running on of the vehicle as it makes possible the 
communication between the dispatcher and the 
control, monitoring and management system 
providing the base of the GPS type un inertial 
navigation system. 
 
The management, monitoring and control system: 

- The GPS/GPRS module makes possible 
the connection of the external system with 
the management, monitoring and control 
system by accomplishing the 
communication GPRS functions and by 
collecting data from the positioning system. 
Thus, we may see that the GPS/GPRS 
module is divided in 2 integrated modules 
on the same circuit board: one module for 
reception is dedicated to the GPS global 
positioning system (written as R2 in the 
block scheme) and one module for the 
communication in the GPRS net (written 
as R1 in the block scheme). The 
communication between the GPRS module 
and the board PC is realized by the help of 
a serial communication port, if it is 
possible the same communication port 
with the one of the GPS module. 

 
Local radio communication module for short 
distance 
Even if the GPS un inertial navigation system may 
be realized by the help of the received data from 
the global positioning system the navigation at 
land level, we must take into consideration that for 
a higher precision at the street level and to avoid 
the possible errors due to the unfavourable weather 
conditions or due to the accidental shading of the 
GPS antenna, the board computer must receive 
additional information from an auxiliary 
positioning system.  
Thus, at the street level is necessary to fix a radio 
tags system with a well established and known 
positioning that will determine at local level a 
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positioning system by radio short distance 
communication. 
 
The general description of the dedicate system 
The basic system provides the following functions: 
Graphic view of the position, speed and 
displacement direction of the robot 

 Monitoring in real time of the position 
 Graphic localization of the robots 

instantaneous position and speed on the 
digital map 

 Route verification 
 Route view of a robot or more on the 

digital map, for a period of time choose  by 
the user 

Hardware requirements 
Embedded system 
The hardware components of the system must 
accomplish the following basic functions: 

- The operating temperature range 
(industrial grade) as extended as possible; 

- The vibration range (as extended as 
possible); 

- No moving elements (like hard-disk, 
CDROM, ventilators); 

- To be as compact as possible; 
- To allow easy access to the 

interconnection aria; 
- To allow the security additional module 

connection; 
- To allow an eventually improvement of the 

components without being necessary the 
acquisition of another system; 

The temperature range needs to be as high as 
possible for the winter time operation and also 
when some components of the  are overheated 
(usually –20; +45 Celsius degrees; extended: -
40:+85 Celsius degrees). The vibration range must 
allow the system functioning in a moving 
environment or by the components inducing the 
system in a constant vibration status.  
We must avoid to use moving environments, like 
normal hard-disk, CDROM as these components 
may decline because they were nor developed to 
work in hard environments. This equipments may 
be replaced with some that are not  moving (ex. 
SSD disk instead of hard-disk, an external CD-
ROM connected on a USB that is not necessary to 
be all the time in the system). 
The interconnection part with the user must be 
easy to allow an easy connection of the devices 
keyboards, mouse, USP stick, USB dongle without 
removal of the other components. 

For the basic vehicle will be used a MySQL type 
data basis. 
After the storage in the data basis, the data could 
be used in order to be sent to the dispatcher, to 
delete them or to form general reports. 
 
The data basis management will be made by the 
help of an utility installed by the user to define or 
alter the data basis structure locally stored. 
Software requirements  
The software created must accomplish 3 basic 
requirements of the system: 

- Positioning on the map (GPS modulus); 
- Local data storage; 
- Data packing and transmission (with GPS 

module – General packet radio service). 
Software management 
To implement the afferent software for this type of 
vehicle was used Csharp programming (the 
working part with the data basis and the local 
processing and GPS positioning) and C/C++ (for 
the GPRS communication part), programming 
environments included in the Microsoft Visual 
Studio development applications. 
The control software developed will accomplish 
some data reception operations the sensors, data 
processing (value mediation, effective accounting 
of these values) storage in the local data basis and 
data transmission to the central dispatcher.    
It will be implemented an additional security part 
added to the one for the general security of the 
operating system described in the section 
“Operation System”. The supplementary protection 
will be “Dongle” type. 
After receiving the data from the external sensors 
the control software will take the data and will do 
the mathematic operations over these values. After 
calculating these values may be locally displaced 
in the console and will be stored in the data basis 
locally installed. Parallel to this operation the 
control software will initialise the GPS distance 
communication module in order to send the data to 
the dispatcher.  
After the storage in the locale data basis, using the 
GPS module specific communication controls 
(basic controls) the control software will initialise 
the connection with the dispatcher and will 
initialise the data transmission. If the GPRS 
connection is not established and exist the risqué to 
loose it the control software includes the option of 
waiting and sending the data when this is possible. 
Even if the GPRS module is irremediably damaged 
the stored data on the computer are not lost. These 
are stored in the local data basis and may be 
discharged anytime using a USB stick for memory. 
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The discharge is automatically done by the help of 
the manual or control software using an 
administration utility of the data basis. 
After sending the data to the dispatcher and 
receiving the confirmation on data reception the 
control software part is accomplished and ten it is 
taken by the dispatcher software. 
The implementation of the dispatcher software will 
be done in the CSharp programming environment 
and will include a graphic interface with location 
map to be used with different possible operations 
over the received data from the mobile GPRS 
device. 
After taking over these data will be locally stored 
to the dispatcher using a local data basis, thus 
providing the possibility to view the data and at a 
certain further time or conducting operations with 
these data (saved in different formats PDF, HTML, 
CSV or they may be listed). 
The position of the remove the snow robots will be 
given by the GPS module, data will be sent by the 
help of the GPRS module, too, to monitories them 
in real time to the dispatcher.  
After receiving the position the software will 
display on the map the relative position of the 
robot with a precision up to 5 m (GPS standard for 
general use) and will record/register a history of 
the followed route for a further visualisation. 

The access to the software dispatcher will be 
done by the help of a lodging interference in the 
system on the basis of an predefined user and of a 
password. All the unauthorized access attempts 
will be registered in the data basis and will be 
visualized by the right users of the application.  

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The solution is based on an integrated 
computerised system with a high computing power, 
thus we do quickly complex calculations needed in 
the automate guiding of a vehicle.    
Concluding, the display and the obstacles avoiding 
is made in 3 distinct ways: 
 

 the first is avoiding the fix obstacles (banks, 
trees, equipments and parked vehicles) by 
detecting them with the ultrasonic sensors 
range fixed on the vehicle 

 the second is to maintain a known preset route 
in the vehicle internal memory by the help of 
the guiding system with local radio tags and/or 
by the help of the GPS. 

From the point of view of the software components 
the conclusion is that is necessary to develop 
performing applications both high programming 
level developed to run on the operation system 
fixed on the board PC and to low level for the 
applications developed for micro controllers 
included in the system electronic equipments 
configuration. 
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Rezumat: Lucrarea de faţă se refera la un model analitic pentru determinarea deplasărilor liniare ale elementului 
elastic de tip tub Bourdon, substituind mecanismul de transmitere a deplasării capătului liber al tubului 
BORDON, prin semnalul electric al senzorilor tensorezistivi poziţionaţi corespunzător. Metoda Elementului Finit 
este utilizată pentru a determina zona optimă de plasare a senzorului tensorezistiv, prin simularea deplasării 
elementului elastic. 
Cuvinte cheie: Tub Bourdon, senzori tensorezistivi 
 
Abstract: The paper refers to an analytical model for determining the linear displacement in the elastic elements 
- Bourdon tube type, by substituting the linear displacement transmission mechanism throught utilization of 
tensorezistiv sensors for pressure measuring. Finite element method is used to simulate the manometric arc 
movement for determination of values and determine the optimal placement of the tensorezistiv sensor.The 
analytical solution was validated using basic elasticity theory and direct comparison with experimental data 
obtained. 
Keywords: Bourdon tub, strain-gauges 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

 
About 90% of manufactured pressure 

gauges having Bourdon tube as elastic element, 
occupies a dominant market position by sales. 
Majority of these use a circular Bourdon tube as 
elastic elements and can be used in a measuring 
range from 0 to 60 bar. 

Today's advanced technology, leads to a 
tendency to modernize the classic industrial 
gauges which is headed for transducer 
electronics. Surprisingly, accuracy of industrial 
gauges demonstrate once again the 
manufacturing technology of Bourdon tube. 

In figure 1, is presented the  components 
of an indicator pressure gauge, where the elastic 
elements is a Bourdon tube type with flat-oval 
transverse section. 

The consistent stress in the walls of 
elastic element Bourdon tube, due the influence 
of pressure acting on the tube, thus resulting 
displacement of Bourdon tub type. This 
displacement is taken by lever and sent to the 
pointer through an mechanism with denticulate 
sector. The Bourdon tube displacement is 
proportional to pressure, as long as is not 

overrun the limit of material elasticity from 
which the Bourdon tube is made. 

. 

 
Fig.1: Elastic element gauge 

 



As we known, to this type of industrial 
pressure gauge, mechanism of transmission 
introduces a number of errors such as: 
- Errors owing the mechanism friction; 
- Human operator errors: parallax error;  
- Loss measurement accuracy after its long 

use; 
- Faults inside mechanism of amplification; 

To remove these errors and to increase 
accuracy at this industrial pressure gauge we use 
a tensorezistiv sensors to take the tensions inside 
tube and build-up afferents diagrams. 

With this application in mind, I have 
initiated a complex study on deformations  
acquired inside the elastic element by using a 
special software, how includes Finite Element 
Method, for choose where is the optimally place 
for mounting the tensorezistiv sensor.   

Elastic element and the tensorezistiv 
sensor must be treated together at first design 
stage, to get an industrial performant gauge from 
all points of view.   

The laborious methodology of 
calculation Gulden - Ritz, admit structural 
dimensioning of Bourdon tube design, 
considering it as a fixed reference point, for 
which there are some conditions to meet. Also, 
allow determination of stress under the action of 
internal loads, considered static, so that results 
must be corrected with the actual physical 
construction.  

It’s well known the fact that 
experimental tests require more time and are 
more expensive than the numerical. Such 
methods of measurement and nondestructive 
testing techniques have become indispensable in 
assessing operational and safety performances 
for different products in engineering applications. 

 
2. DISTRIBUŢION OF TENSIONS IN 

PRESSURE ELEMENTS 
The program using Finite Element 

Method is based on 16 basic nodules, each 
element with 48 degrees of freedom, considered 
isoparametric. It was felt that field trips for free 
end there is a distribution and linear quadratical 
in two directions in the third direction, each node 
were determined three trips. As input, the 
coordinates of each nodal point were considered, 
the node numbers that define each element and 
material property identification codes of which is 
made Bourdon tube.  

In this analysis, the author has studied 
several variants of Bourdon tubes, of which one 
variant was chosen for illustration: 

 
 Bourdon tube material: Bz6 
 Elasticity modul 1,1e+11 N/m2 
 Bourdon tube cross- 2a x 2b x h 

sectional dimensions 17 x 6 x 0,6  mm
 Bourdon tube radius from 

the center 
39 mm 

 Center angle  270C 
 Maximum pressure that is 

required for Bourdon tube 
10 bar 

 
Information about material properties  

of Bourton tube were collected from the 
literature correlate with software used. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Displacement in the elastic element – Bourdon tube 
type, subject to 2 bar pressure 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Stress in the elastic element – Bourdon tube type, 
subject to 2 bar pressure 

 



 
 

Fig. 4: Strain in the elastic element – Bourdon tube type, 
subject to 2 bar pressure  

 
Generaly, when there is no restrictive 

reference, the measurement of the device should 
be approximately two times the pressure to be 
measured continuously (operating pressure). 

After this analyze, the Bourdon tube 
with mounting rod prevents the maximum 
efforts to the ends of tube, so the maximum 
effort is situated to the 90 degrees to the 
mounting rod. 

These values can be a normal image 
about longitudinal section of Bourdon tube and 
thus can by possible identification area wher the 
sensor can by mounted easily, knowing 
tensorezistiv sensor model and the range of 
perceived distortion of this. 

 
3. CONCLUZIONS 

The model was validated by the basic 
analitical solution from elasticity method, and 
his comparison with experimental data. 
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Rezumat. Lucrarea descrie calculul amanuntit al infiltratiilor de aer din exterior in interiorul unui spatiu climatizat. 
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Abstract In this paper I presenting the crack method about outdoor air infiltrates the indoor space through cracks 
around doors, windows, lighting fixtures, and joints between walls and floor and even through the building 
material it self. 

  Keywords: velocity, pressure,  winter 

 
The amount depends on the total area 

of the cracks, the type of crack, and the 
pressure difference across the crack. The 
volume flow rate of infiltration may be 
represented by: 
 

            npAcQ          (1) 

 
Where: 
 
A = effective area of the cracks 
c = flow coefficient, which depends on the 
type of crack and the nature of the flow in the 
crack 
∆p = outside - inside pressure difference,  
n = exponent that depends on the nature of the 
flow in the crack, 0.4 < n < 1.0. 
 
 Experimental data are required to use 
eq. 1 directly; however, the relation is useful in 
understanding the problem. For example, fig. 1 
shows the leakage rate for some windows and 
doors as a function of the pressure difference 
and the type of crack. The curves clearly 
exhibit the behavior of eq. 2. 
 The pressure difference of eq. 1 results 
from three different effects: 
 

         psw pppp             (2) 

 
Where: 
 

∆pw = pressure difference due to the wind 
∆ps= pressure difference due to the stack effect 
∆pp= pressure difference due to building 
pressurization 
All of the pressure differences are positive 
when each causes flow of air to the inside of 
the building. 
  

Fig. 1 Window and door infiltration characteristics (From 
ASHRAE Cooling and 

Heating Load Calculation Manual, 2nd ed., 1992) 
 
 The pressure difference due to the 
wind results from an increase or decrease in air 
velocity and is described by 
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Fig. 2. Variation of all averaged pressure coefficients for a low – rise building 
(From ASHRAE Handbook, Fundamentals Volume, 1989) 

 
Where ∆pw has the unit of N/m2. The 

velocity  the final velocity of the wind at the 
building boundary. Note that ∆pw is positive 

when  2
wv > 2

fv , which gives an increase in 

pressure. The velocity 2
fv  is not known or 

easily predictable; therefore, it is assumed 
equal to zero in this application and a pressure 
coefficient, defined by: 
 

       wtwp ppc  /         (4) 

 

is used to account for the fact that 2
fv  is not 

zero. The pressure difference wtp  is the 

computed pressure difference when 2
fv  is zero. 

The pressure coefficient may be positive or 

negative. Finally, eq. 3 may be written 2
wv  
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        (5) 

 
The pressure coefficient depends on 

the shape and orientation of the building with 

respect to the wind. To satisfy conditions of 
flow continuity, the air velocity must increase 
as it flows around or over a building; therefore, 
the pressure coefficient will change from a 
positive to a negative value in going from the 
windward to the leeward side. The pressure 
coefficients will also depend on whether the 
wind approaches normal to the side of the 
building or at an angle. Buildings are classified 
as Low-Rise or high Rise, where high-rise is 
defined as those with height greater than three 
times the crosswind with (H>3W). Figure 2 
gives average wall pressure coefficient for 
low-rise buildings. The average roof pressure 
coefficient for a low-rise building with roof 
inclined less than 20 degrees is approximately 
0.5. Figures 3 and 4 give average pressure 
coefficients for high-rise buildings. There is an 
in crease in pressure coefficient with height; 
however, the variation is well within the 
approximations of the data in general. 
 The stack effect occurs when the air 
density differs between the inside and outside 
of a building. On winter days, the lower out 
door temperature causes a higher pressure at 
ground level on the outside and consequent 
infiltration. Buoyancy of the warm inside air 
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leads to upward flow, a higher inside pressure 
at the top of the building, and ex filtration of 
air. In the summer, the process reserves with 
infiltration in the upper portion of the building 
and ex filtration in the lower part. 
 Considering only the stack effect, 
there is a level in the building where no 
pressure difference exists. This is defined as 
the neutral pressure level. Theoretically, the 
neutral pressure level will be at the middle 
height of the building if the cracks and on 
other openings are distributed uniformly in the 

vertical direction. When larger openings 
predominate in the lower portion of the 
building, the neutral pressure level will be 
lowered. Similarly, the neutral pressure level 
will be raised by larger openings in the upper 
portion of the building. 
Normally the larger openings will occur in the 
lower part of the building because of doors. 
The theoretical pressure difference with no 
internal separations is given by 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Wall averaged pressure coefficients for a tall building.  
(From ASHRAE Handbook, Fundamentals Volume, 1989) 

 
 



 
 

Fig.  4.  Average roof  pressure coefficients for a tall building.  
(From ASHRAE Handbook, Fundamentals Volume, 1989) 
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Where: 
 

oP = outside pressure, in Pascal 

 h  = vertical distance from neutral pressure 
level, in m 

0T  = outside temperature, in K 

iT  = inside temperature, in K 

Fig. 5 Distance from neutral pressure level, ft 
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ar  = gas constant for air, in J/kg K 
 

The floors in a conventional building 
offer resistance to vertical air flow. 
Furthermore, this resistance varies depending 
on how stairwells and elevator shafts are 
sealed. 
When the resistance varies depending on how 
stairwells and elevator shafts are sealed. When 
the resistance can be assumed equal for each 
floor, a single correction, called the draft 
coefficient, can be used to related the actual 
pressure difference stpΔ , to the theoretical 

value stpΔ . 
 

      
st

a
d p

p
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      ( 7) 

 
 
The flow of air from floor to floor causes a 
decrease in pressure at each floor; there fore, 

pP  will be less than stP  and dC  is less 

than one. Using the draft coefficient, Eq. 6 
becomes 
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Figure 5 is a plot of eq. 8 for an inside 

temperature of 24 C0 , sea level outside 
pressure, and winter temperatures ; however, 
fig. 5 can be used for summer stack effect with 
little loss in accuracy. 
 The draft coefficient depends on the 
tightness of the doors in the stairwells and 
elevator shafts. Values of dc range from 1.0 

for buildings with no doors in the stairwells 
and varies from about 0.65 to 0.85 for modern 
office buildings. 
Pressurization of the indoor space is 
accomplished by introducing more makeup air 
than exhaust air and depends on the design of 
the air distribution system rather than natural 
phenomena. The space may be depressurized 
by improper or maladjusted equipment, which 
is usually undesirable. For purposes of design, 
the designer must assume a value for ppΔ A 

care must be taken to use a value that can 
actually be achieved in practice. 
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Rezumat: In aceasta lucrare este studiata variatia puterii acustice produse de un jet folosind metoda CFD.Pentru 
acest studio a fost facuta o simulare statica 2D a curgerii in domeniul de lucru folosind codul CFD fluent.Regimul 
turbulent folosit este k-ε    pe o grila strucurata de calcul facuta cu programul Gambit. 
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Abstract: In this paperwork is studied the fluctuation of the acustic power produced by a jet using the CFD method. 
For this study  it has been made a 2D,static, simulation of the flow in the work domain,using the CFD FLUENT code. 
The turbulence patern used it’s k-ε   on a calculation structured grid   made with GAMBIT program. 

Keywords:Acustic power,CFD, GAMBIT

 

1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Despite identifcation of jet noise as an 

important by product of the newly invented jet 
engine (Morley 1939), and as an impediment to the 
incipient commercial jet aircraft industry in the 
1950s (Lighthill 1952; Westley & Lilley 1952; 
Lassiter & Hubbard 1952; Lighthill 1954; Lassiter 
& Hubbard 1956), a completely satisfactory 
description of jet noise that is, of the noise 
produced by the turbulent exhaust gases of a jet 
engine has proven elusive. Two primary reasons 
for this dificulty are the lack of a universally 
agreed-upon theory of noise generation in turbulent 
ows and the challenge in taking experimental 
measurements in (often heated) high-speed jets.[1] 

This kind of sound sources become very used 
as a consecuence of using on a large scale of the 
reaction planes and rockets and the research of this 
acustic radiators was necesary  for finding the  
solutions of some problems about the protection of 
the people who work on the airfields or at layers of 
testing the aeroreactive engines for protecting the 
people that live near airfields and for the comfort 
of the passengers from the plane or for creating 

some good work conditions for the personal of the 
plane and specially for the radio officers.[2] 

In this paperwork there are studied 3 cases 
which show, after a CFD study, the fluctuation of 
the acustic power developed by a jet with total 
expansion which produces an expansion force of  
100 daN, 200 daN, 300 daN changing the speed 
and the fluid temperature 

 
2. THE CALCULATION GRID  
 
The calculation grids(mesh) have been made in 

GAMBIT, and because of the periodicity it has 
been worked in 2D obtaining structured grids for 
the whole calculation domain of 33 thousands 
elements. 

 
3. CALCULATION MODEL 

 
For this calculation was considered a 

compressible flow, equations governing this flow 
on the Reynolds-Avereged written form are listed 
below: 
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1.Continuity equation: 
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2. Moment equations: 
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represents  viscosity tension 
 
3. Energy equations: 
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Where H is total enthalpy. 
 
4. Equation of state for an ideal gas: 

TR

wp

0

  

w – Molar mass 
 
5. Lilley equation 
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Where: 
a- speed of sound 

1.0  [3] 
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The turbulence models were considered type  k-

ε 
Values of k and ε come directly from the 

transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy 
and dissipative turbulence presented in the 
following: 
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where CS1 , CS2 , k ,   are constants. 

Pk is the production of turbulence due to 
viscous forces and gravitational attraction and is 
calculated as follows: 
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Where Pkb is the term due to the 

gravitational pull. 
The specific equations will be solved with 

the comercial code Fluent[4] 
 

4.LIMIT CONDITIONS 

 
At entrance we put the speed of the fluid and at 

exit the pressure must be the athmospheric 
pressure. 

For this study I have considered a cylindrical 
pipe where we know the half-line and we put a 
propulsion force developed by the jet. The fluid 
has a total expansion and I have determined the 
exhaust speed and the density when the speed of 
sound in the exhaust section is bigger than the 
exhaust speed. 

 
5.  CFD STUDY RESULTS 

In tabel 1 are represented the results for 3 cases 
when we put the propulsion force and the half-line 
of the pipe. 

After the CFD study we can see the building-up 
of the acoustic cone Fig.1. 
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Tabel 1 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 1The acoustic power field produced by the jet 

 
After the CFD simulations it’s recorded the 

maximum power value for all the cases from tabel 
1 and we have the following grids: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig2.The variation of the maximum acoustic power related 
with the temperature when F=100 daN  and r=0.1 m and 

r=0.2 m 
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Fig.3. The variation of the maximum acoustic power related 
with the temperature when F=200 daN and  r=0.1 m and 

r=0.2 m 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. The variation of the maximum acoustic power related 
with the temperature when F= 300 daN and  r=0.1 m and 

r=0.2m  

 

 
 

Fig.5. The variation of the maximum acoustic power related 
with the temperature when 

F=300 daN, F200 daN, F=100 daN and 

r=0.2 m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. The variation of the maximum acoustic power related 
with the temperature F=300 daN, F2300 daN, F=100 daN 

and r=0.1 m 
 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We find that for the same half-line of the pipe 
the maximum acoustic power of the jet encreases 
with the speed and the temperature. 

For the same propulsion force produced by the 
jet the maximum acoustic power decreases with 
the building-up of the half-line of the pipe. 

For the same temperature or speed of the fluid 
the maximum acoustic power encreases with the 
building-up of the propulsion force produced by 
the pipe.  

After this study we find that in order to have an 
acoustic power as small as we can for the 
propulsion force we have to have a bigger half-line 
of the pipe.  
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DIESEL-WATER EMULSION IN DIESEL ENGINES. 
A REVIEW 

Dan SCARPETE, Marinela GHEORGHE 
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Rezumat. Această lucrare este un studiu de literatură despre emulsiile combustibil diesel şi apă utilizate în 
motoarele diesel. Sunt prezentate sistemele de preparare a emulsiilor şi efectele combustibililor emulsionaţi 
asupra mediului, în diferite condiţii de funcţionare ale motorului. Combustibilul emulsionat conţinând 20% apă a 
determinat emisii de NOx mai reduse cu 19-24% faţă de combustibilul diesel curat. Utilizarea emulsiilor pe bază 
de biodiesel este de asemenea considerată pentru reducerea emisiilor de CO şi fum.  
Cuvinte cheie: motoare diesel, emulsie motorină-apă, biodiesel, emisii. 

Abstract. This paper is a review of diesel - water emulsions used in diesel engines. There are shown the types of 
emulsion systems that are used for diesel - water emulsions, the effects of the emulsified fuel on the environment 
with different work conditions of the engine. Emulsified fuel containing 20% water had 19-24% less NOx 
emissions than the neat diesel fuel. The use of biodiesel based emulsions are also considered for reducing CO and 
smoke emissions.  
Keywords: diesel engine, diesel-water emulsion, biodiesel, emissions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to high thermal efficiency and fuel 
economy, diesel engines are extensively used as 
power sources for numerous applications, 
especially for transportation. However, the exhaust 
gas emissions of diesel engines have been 
considered a very serious issue regarding air 
quality and the environment [1]. The more 
stringent emission norms (Table 1 [2,3]) are an 
important driving force to develop the internal 
combustion engines more environment friendly. 

Table 1 
Emission limits for diesel cars of 

M category, mg/km [2,3] 
 As from CO HC NOx PM     
Euro 1 1/7/1992 2880 200 780 140     
Euro 2 1/1/1996 1060 190 730 100     
Euro 3 1/1/2000 640 60 500 50     
Euro 4 1/1/2005 500 50 250 25     
Euro 5 1/9/2011 500 230a 180 5.0/4.5b     
Euro 6 1/1/2014 500 170a 80 5.0/4.5b     
a HC+NOx emissions 
b The 4.5 mg/km emission limit for mass of particulate 
matter shall be effective from 1 September 2011 

The main pollutants from the exhaust of diesel 
engines are nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate 
matter (PM) and black smoke [1,4]. The 

mechanisms of formation of NOx and PM in the 
combustion chamber of diesel engines are 
contradictory and the simultaneous reduction of 
both is not normally possible [4]. Lowering the 
combustion flame temperature in order to reduce 
NOx causes the balance between soot formation 
and burnout to tilt towards increased PM emissions. 

The use of water in diesel engines has an 
influence on reducing the peak flame temperature 
due to the heat absorption by water vaporization 
and thus reducing the NOx emissions [5,6]. Adding 
water to diesel fuel can reduce both the particulate 
matter and the smoke emissions simultaneously 
[5,7,8]. 

There are four primary methods of introducing 
water into diesel engines [5]: 

 water injection into the cylinder using a 
separate injector, 

 using hybrid injection, 
 spraying water into the inlet air, 
 water/diesel emulsions. 
Although all of these methods produced a 

reduction in NOx, the use of water/diesel emulsion 
was the most effective technique for the reduction 
of particulates or smoke, for four stroke direct 
injection diesel engines [5]. 

This paper presents a brief review on the effects 
of water/diesel emulsions on performance and 
emission of diesel engines and some results of an 



 

   

experimental research on an agricultural diesel 
engine fuelled with water/diesel emulsions with 
different content of water in diesel fuel. 

2. DIESEL-WATER EMULSION 

Emulsions of water in diesel for use in internal 
combustion engines are easily applicable 
alternative fuels for the existing vehicle fleet [9]. 
The emulsion fuel is defined as an emulsion of 
water in standard diesel fuel with specific additives 
and surfactants [9,10]. The additives are included 
to maintain the emulsion, enhance the lubricity, 
inhibit corrosion and protect against freezing [10]. 

Generally there exist two distinct emulsion 
types, Oil-in-water type and Water-in-oil type [11]. 
Water–in–oil type is suited best type of fuel for 
internal combustion engines rather than oil–in–
water type. The reason behind the use of water– 
in–oil emulsion as engine fuel is mainly due to the 
micro – explosion phenomenon of droplet of water, 
which caused large fragmentation of the oil and 
less change in viscosity with water content. 

Different systems for emulsion preparation 
were developed. Most of them are based on 
electric mixer with different speed, and for 
emulsion stability surfactants were added. In [12], 
the water-in-oil emulsion, consisting of No. 2 
diesel fuel and ordinary tap water, was prepared in 
an Osterizer blender at a speed of about 9000 rpm. 
To stabilize the emulsions, a 1-2 percent by 
volume surfactant mixture consisting of Span 80 
and Tween 80 and having a HLB (Hydrophile-
Lipophile Balance) number of 5.3 was used. The 
sizes of the water micro-droplets were about 2 to 5 
microns. The emulsion was found to be visually 
stable over a period of several days. 

In [13], the fuel (diesel or kerosene) was first 
mixed with the surfactant mixture, and then 
distilled water was added by a syringe, drop by 
drop. The emulsions were continuously agitated, 
by an electrical mixer at 1500 r.p.m. for 30 
minutes. The emulsions are stabilized, with 3% by 
volume of a surfactant mixture. The surfactants 
consisted of Span 80 (Sorbitane monooleate) and 
Tween 80 (Polyxyethylene Sorbitane monooleate) 
mixtures. The emulsions initially had a creamy 
white appearance, and were stable against visible 
separation, at room temperature for about 3 hours. 

In [14], diesel oil is mixed with water by a 
mixer of the centrifugal type and directly supplied 
to the engine cylinders without any stabilizing 
agent. There is not enough time for water droplets 
to submerge since the emulsion fuel is consumed 
steadily at a rate comparable with the capacity of 
the emulsion mixer. Figure 1 shows a microscopic 
photograph of the 40 W/O fuel (40% water), in 

which the sizes of water droplets are in the range 
between 5 and 40 μm. 

Although the ultrasonic vibration technique is 
widely applied in the medical sciences, and in the 
food, biochemistry, and pharmaceutical industries 
[15], this technique can be used for preparing 
emulsion from diesel fuel and water.  

In an experimental study [16], an ultra-sonic 
mixer was used to form water-emulsified fuel from 
water, diesel fuel and small amount of additive. 

To evaluate engine performance and the pollu- 

tant emission characteristics of a diesel engine 
three fuels were used [15]: ASTM No. 2D diesel, 
water/oil (W/O) two-phase emulsions with 15% 
water contents and 2% emulsifier additive, and 
oil/water/oil (O/W/O) three-phase emulsions with 
15% water contents and 2% emulsifier additive. 
Both W/O and O/W/O were prepared in an 
ultrasonic vibration tank for 5 min of vibration. 

Figure 2 shows a photograph by an optical 
electron microscope at magnification 500 of a 15 
O/W emulsion (15% water) as prepared by 
ultrasonification, and afterwards centrifuged at a 
speed of 3000 rpm for 60 min [17]. 

Fig. 1. Microscopic photograph of 40 W/O emulsion 
fuel containing water droplets [14] 

Fig. 2. Photograph by an optical electron microscope for 
15 O/W emulsion fuel prepared by an ultrasonically 

vibrating machine for 180 min [17] 
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There is growing interest in the diesel fuel 
industry to produce and utilize stable diesel/water 
emulsion as ordinary fuel for diesel engines [5]. 
There have been water-diesel emulsions from 
Lubrizol and other companies for the NOx and PM 
reduction purpose. They have produced 20% 
diesel-water emulsion with the aid of emulsifying 
agents and additives to keep the emulsion stable 
and achieved 30% reduction in NOx and 50% 
reduction in PM. 

It has been found that the presence of water 
vapor in reactants influences the physics and 
chemical kinetics of combustion and it has a 
beneficial effect on the rate of heat release and 
reduces the pollutants emissions [18]. The micro-
explosion of water droplets from the emulsion 
accelerates the evaporation of a liquid fuel droplet, 
mixing of fuel with air, and consequently the 
combustion of the fuel [19]. 

During combustion, vaporized water reduces 
the flame temperature, changes the chemical 
composition of the reactants resulting in higher OH 
radical concentration controlling the NO formation 
rate and soot oxidation and dilutes the reach zones 
in the combustion chamber [18]. It is also well 
known that emulsified fuels can reduce the 
emission of soot and NOx from diesel engines 
without any deterioration of specific fuel 
consumption [19]. 

The viscosity of the water-containing fuels is 
higher than the viscosity of European ultra-low 
sulphur diesel fuel as displayed in Figure 3 [20]. 

3. EMISSIONS OF DIESEL ENGINES 
FUELED WITH EMULSIONS 

In [6], two fuels were tested: a comercial diesel 
fuel and the same fuel after emulsification with a 
10% w/w of water. The tested engine was a 

Renault F8Q turbocharged intercooler IDI Diesel. 
For the operating modes studied in [6], a 

reduction of the measured pollutant emissions 
(NOx, HC, soot and particulate matter) was 
observed when the emulsion was used (Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5). Moreover, similar trends were observed 
between the hydrocarbons emissions and those of 
soluble organic compounds, on one hand, and 
between the soot emissions and the insoluble 
fraction obtained from the chemical characteriza-
tion of the particles, on the other hand. 

The high oxygen content in biodiesel results in 
the improvement of its burning efficiency, 
reduction of particulate matter, carbon monoxide 
and hydrocarbon emissions, but at the same time 
produces larger NOx emissions [6]. It is estimated 
that the burning of neat biodiesel would produce 
about 10% more NOx than that of petroleum-based 
diesel. Emulsions of biodiesel are considered to 
curtail emissions of NOx from burning biodiesel. 

In [21], two ethanol-biodiesel-water micro-
emulsions (Table 2) were used to study the 
combustion and emission characteristics in a single 
cylinder, naturally aspirated, four stroke, direct 
injection diesel engine. The biodiesel was 
produced from soybean crude oil by a method of 
alkaline-catalyzed transesterification. Fig. 3. Viscosity of diesel fuel, an emulsion and a 

microemulsion vs. temperature from 25 to 70°C [20] 

Fig. 4. NOx specific emissions in all operating modes [6] 

Fig. 5. PM specific emissions in all operating modes [6] 
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Table 2 
Composition of the test 

micro-emulsions [21] 
Micro-emulsion 

Composition 
ME1 ME2 

Biodiesel (ml) 80 80 
Ethanol (ml) 20 20 
Span 80 (g) 4 4 
Water (ml) 0.5 1.0 

Figure 6 [21] shows the variations of CO 
emissions with respect to engine load. CO 
emissions of the micro-emulsions are higher than 
those of biodiesel at low and medium engine load, 
and at high engine load, CO emissions are identical 
for all test fuels. The increase in the CO levels with 
the micro-emulsions is the result of incomplete 
combustion of the ethanol-air mixture at low and 
medium engine loads. 

Figure 7 [21] shows the variation of the light 
absorption coefficient of smoke (k value) with 
respect to engine load. The micro-emulsions 
exhibit evident reduction of smoke emissions at 
high engine load in comparison with biodiesel. It 
can be explained by the reason that the higher 
oxygen content of the micro-emulsions combined 
with low C/H ratio contributes to the reduction of 
smoke. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Oxides of nitrogen and particulate matter are 
the main pollutants from diesel engines that pose a 
serious challenge to both manufacturers and users 
diesel engines. One way to solve this problem is to 
replace the diesel fuel with diesel oil emulsions 
(also known as diesel-water emulsion) as an 
alternative fuel. 

The study of the emulsified fuel in an IDI 
Diesel showed that the fuel viscosity affects the 
hydraulic injection control system, causing an 
advanced injection and in consequence, advanced 
combustion process. A reduction of the measured 
pollutant emissions (NOx, HC, soot and particulate 
matter) was observed when the emulsion was used. 

By testing a diesel engine fueled with 
biodiesel and the ethanol biodiesel micro-
emulsions, HC and CO emissions of the micro-
emulsions are slightly higher than those of 
biodiesel at low and medium engine loads, and at 
high engine loads, all fuels exhibit almost the same 
HC and CO emissions. NOx emissions are slightly 
decreased for the micro-emulsions under all engine 
load conditions. Smoke of the micro-emulsions 
shows evidently reduction in comparison with 
biodiesel at high engine loads. 

The use of the emulsified fuels improves the 
engine efficiency and reduces the NOx and PM, on 
one hand, and slightly increase HC and CO 
emissions, on the other hand. This result confirms 
the necessity of a more exhaustive study 
combining emulsion characteristics with tuning of 
engine parameters. 
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Rezumat: Performanţa oricărui sistem de energie solară depinde foarte mult de disponibilitatea radiatiei solare si 
orientarea colectoarelor solare. Colectoare solare trebuie să fie înclinate la unghiul optim pentru a maximiza 
energia captată. În această lucrare, ne-am propus să analizăm unghiul de înclinare optim pentru colectorii 
compuşi parabolici CPC cu raporturi diferite de concentrare. Sunt analizate câştigurile de energie în cazul în care 
colectorul păstrează aceeaşi poziţie pe parcursul întregului an şi în cazul în care colectorul îşi schimbă unghiul de 
două ori pe an, odată vara şi odată iarna.  
Cuvinte cheie: colectoare solare, orientare, unghiul de înclinare optim, câştig de energie utilă 
 
Abstract: The performance of any solar energy system depends very much on the availability of solar radiation 
and the orientation of solar collectors. Solar collectors need to be inclined at the optimum angle to maximize the 
receiving energy. In this work, we proposed to analyze the optimum tilt angle for compound parabolic collectors 
CPC with different concentration ratios. There are analyzed the energy gains when the collector keeps the same 
position during the whole year and when the collector changes it tilt twice a year, on summer and on winter.  
Keywords:  solar collectors, orientation, optimum tilt angle, useful energy gain 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

     The conversion of renewable energies become 
more important day by day, because of the 
conventional fuels cost and the environmental 
pollution. Solar energy is one of these renewable 
energies which can be converted directly into 
electricity or into heat. The efficiency of solar 
collector depends on many factors: design, 
construction, position, orientation, climatic 
condition of the place, application for they are 
used. The best way to collect maximum solar 
energy is to optimize the position and orientation 
of solar collectors. 
The factors which affect the value of the optimum 
tilt angle are [1]: 
–  the type of application, i.e. stand alone or grid 
connected; 
–  maximization the amount of collectable 
radiation for the whole year or a certain period of 
time; 
–  actual climatic condition of the site, regarding 
snow fall, dust storms or polluted air. 
Many papers present optimum tilt angle of the 
collectors for different locations. Moghadam et al 
[2], determinate the optimum tilt angle for each 
month of the year, for the first half and the second 
half of the year and for the whole year. First half, 
second half and annual optimum tilt β were 
determinate as β=Φ-23o, β=Φ+23o, β=Φ, where Φ 
is the latitud . Shariah et al [3] concluded that for 

the chosen location, Jordan, the system is operating 
with sufficiently high solar fraction when the tilt 
angle is as β=Φ+(0o→10o) for northern region and 
as β=Φ+(0o→20o) for southern  region. Skeiker [1] 
developed an analytical procedure to obtain 
formulas which require the least number of 
parameters to determine the angle β for any chosen 
day, latitude and for any value of surface azimuth 
angle. The results of Gunerhan [4] and Elminir [5] 
suggest that for the systems which utilize solar 
energy throughout the year, the optimum tilt angle 
is taken to be equal to the location latitude, while 
for summer  as β=Φ-15o and for winter as 
β=Φ+15o. Yakup [6] concluded that changing the 
tilt angle 12 times in a year (monthly changing), 
the solar radiation gain increase by 4,5% more than 
the case of a horizontal stationary collector (β=0). 
Also, his studies show an increase of 3.9% of solar 
energy gain when the tilt angle is changed for four 
times in a year (seasonal optimum tilt angle). 
Being stationary and producing concentration, the 
CPC collects solar radiation for a more limited 
time than flat plate collectors. This time depends 
on its design (concentration ratio) and orientation. 
To estimate the absorbed radiation it is necessary 
to determinate the instance at which acceptance of 
the sun’s beam radiation begins and stops for the 
considered collector [7]. 
This paper presents one comparison between 
useful energy gains for CPC for different tilt 
angles. There was considerate the tilt angle when 



the collector has the same position during the 
whole year and when the position of the collector 
is changed for two times for a year ( in spring and 
in autumn). The diffuse radiation and total 
radiation data values used in this work were taken 
from „Instituto Nacional de  Meteorologia e 
Geofisica”, [8] for the city of Porto, in Portugal. 
This city is located on latitude 41o N and longitude 
8o W [8], in northern Portugal. 

2. SUN’S POSITION 

     The azimuth angle (γs) and the zenith angle (θs) 
are the angles which describe the sun’s position 
(Fig. 1) [9], [10].  

 
 

Fig. 1. Sun’s position 
 
These two angles are defined by the equations (1) 
and (2): 
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In these equations, Φ is the location latitude, δ is 
the declination given by equation (3) and h is the 
hour angle determinated by equation (4). 
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where d is the day of year starting from the first of 
January: 
 

hour)--15(12=h                                                    (4) 
 

The position of the sun can be described by the 
terrestrial horizon coordinate system, where axis V 
represents the vertical direction, axis E points the 
east and axis S points south (Figure 2). In this 
coordinate system, the unit vector from the earth to 
the sun can be expressed by [7], [11]: 
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where:  
coshsincos+cos-sin=cos                         (6) 
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Fig. 2. Angles for the Sun 

3. COLLECTION ANGLE 

     The collection angle (θc) must be calculated and 
compared with the acceptance half-angle θa (Figure 
3), to determine when the CPC is receiving energy 
from the sun. This angle θc represent the angle 
between sun’s position vector and normal to the 
collector surface projected onto the transverse 
plane (Fig. 3). 
 

 
Fig. 3. Representation of collection angle and 

acceptance half angle 
 

The position of a CPC collector is determined by 
three angles, the tilt β, surface azimuth and rotation 
ω. When all these angles are zero, the collector is 
horizontal and oriented east-west. 
The tilt angle β represents the tilt of surface with 
respect to the horizontal. The azimuth angle γ 
shows the orientation in relation to the east-west 
direction. Therefore, when the azimuth surface 
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angle γ=0o, the collector is orientated east-west and 
when γ=90o, it is orientated north-south.  
The rotation angle ω is the resulting from a 
rotation around an axis perpendicular to the 
collector surface.   
The collection angle is given by [7]: 
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Where: 
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and: 
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4. RESULTS AND DISSCUSIONS  

     Table 1 presents the collector tilt optimized for 
different concentration ratios, for the whole year. 
The maximum useful energy gain is for a 
concentration of C=2 and a tilt of  15º less than the 
latitude of the location.  
Another possibility for enhancing the useful 
energy gain of the whole year is to change the 
position (tilt) of the south facing collector twice a 

year, one angle for the summer and another for the 
winter. The results are presented in Table 2, where 
we can state that the optimal gain for summer is a 
concentration ratio of C=3 and a tilt of Φ -24, but 
for winter the optimal is for C=5 and Φ +13. 
 

C 
(concentration ratio) 

β 
(tilt 

angle) 

Q [kWh/m2] 
(useful energy 

gain) 
1 Φ-20 96.431 

1.2 Φ -19 95.042 
1.5 Φ -18 97.898 
1.7 Φ -20 98.556 
2 Φ-15 100.89 

2.5 Φ -9 99.795 
3 Φ -9 91.809 

3.5 Φ -18 91.658 
4 Φ -16 89.088 

4.5 Φ -22 78.928 
5 Φ -21 77.676 

 
Table 2: The optimum tilt angles for different 

concentration ratio, when γ=0 and ω=0 for summer 
and winter 

     
 Table 1: The optimum tilt angles for different concentration ratio, when γ=0 and ω=0 for entire year 

C 
(concentratio

n ratio) 
 

β 
(tilt 

angle) 

Q[ kWh/m2] 
(useful energy 

gain) 

β 
(tilt 

angle) 

Q [ 
kWh/m2] 
(useful 
energy 
gain) 

Q kWh/m2 
(useful energy gain) 

 Summer Winter Year 
1 Φ -23 86.065 Φ +2 11.91 97.975 

1.2 Φ -23 84.258 Φ +2 12.668 96.926 
1.5 Φ -23 85.747 Φ +3 14.435 100.182 
1.7 Φ -23 87.035 Φ +4 15.686 102.721 
2 Φ-23 89.248 Φ +5 17.419 106.667 

2.5 Φ -25 91.248 Φ +4 19.771 111.019 
3 Φ -21 92.923 Φ +8 21.376 114.299 

3.5 Φ -18 91.658 Φ +10 22.522 114.18 
4 Φ -16 89.088 Φ +13 23.396 112.484 

4.5 Φ -22 78.928 Φ +15 24.089 103.017 
5 Φ -21 77.676 Φ +13 24.2 101.876 

 
In Fig. 4 is shown the energy gain when the 
collector tilt is optimizing for different 
concentration ratios for the whole year (ω=0, γ=0) 
compared with the energy gain when the tilt angle 
is equal by the latitude. 
Another possibility for enhancing the useful 
energy gain of the whole year is to change the 

position (tilt) of the south facing collector twice a 
year, one angle for the summer and another for the 
winter. We considered that the tilt angle in 
changed seasonal, for two times for a year, one 
time in April and the second time in October. Fig. 
5 shows the increase of useful energy gain when 
the tilt angle is changed for 2 times for a year. 



 
Fig. 4. Energy gain for the tilt equal by latitude and 

the optimum tilt 
 

 
Fig. 5. The useful energy gain against 

concentration ratio and collector tilt angle for fixed 
collectors and changing the tilt angle for 2 times 

(summer and winter). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper were analyzed the influence of the tilt 
angle when the collector has the same position 
during the whole year and when the tilt angle is 
changed for two times for a year (in spring and in 
autumn). From this study the next conclusions can 
be drawn: 
1) When the collector tilt is optimizing for 
different concentration ratios for the whole year 
(ω=0, γ=0), the result was the same, with the 
maximum useful energy gain being for a 
concentration of C=2 and a tilt of 15º less than the 
latitude of the location.  
2) When the tilt angle is changed for two times in a 
year, the useful energy gain increase. The gain is 

better for concentration ratio up to C=3 and it is 
more then 23%. 
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